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Clemson vs. N. C. State/Clemson Memorial Stadium
_ Edgar Pickett
O Clemson's starting defensive end has been teaching
opponent offensive linemen a few things for a couple
of seasons now. Off the field Edgar has Been spending
some time teaching some youngsters a few things
about life. Kim Kelly-Bishop profiles the senior from
North Carolina
7 The Textile Bowl
While Clemson and North Carolina State have been
rivals on the gridiron for many years, the two schools
have worked toward a common goal in the textile
industry. Both institutions have been major reasons
the Carolinas is one of the leading textile regions in
the world for many years. Here is a summary of what
Textile Week is and the effect of the industry on our
environment.
. ~ University Feature
4o Tom Drake will let you know in a hurry he likes to
keep a low profile — but it's pretty hara to do when
you have a familv of 10 and you've been named the
1983 South Carolina Family of the Year.
. Tiger Basketball
45) Bill Foster's Clemson basketball team is finally
healthy, something it hasn't been in the last two years.
Vincent Hamilton and Raymond Jones will get reac-
quainted on the court for the first time since 1980-81
and that is good news for Clemson fans Tim Bourret
takes a look at the Tiger basketball fortunes for
1983-84.
Norb Goebel
D l One of the veterans of the Clemson press box staff will
be retiring at the end of this season after 33 years.
Norb Goebel has been keeping Clemson football
game passing statistics for over 150 games dating
back to the early fifties. He told Tim Bourret some
interesting stories about years gone by in this feature.
Winter Sports Rundown
?7 l While Clemson's gridders are in the middle of their
schedule, Clemson s winter sports are in the middle of
preseason practice. Here is a look at the Tigers'
chances in wrestling, swimming, track and women's
basketball this season.
„ „ Roy Brown
i/t/ The second member of his family to play for the
Tigers, Roy Brown has had a lot of setbacks in his
Clemson football career, but has always rebounded.
Jill Mixon takes a look at the Myrtle Beach, SC na-
tive's four-year career.
- p. „ Tigers in the NFL
1UU Over 20 former Tigers are now on 16 different NFL
teams. Clemson has quite a reputation for producing
NFL players, just ask any of the scouts that come to
Clemson during the year to assess the players. Sam
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Warning: The Surgeon General has deter-
mined that watching the fourth
quarter of this football game be-
tween Clemson and N. C. State
could be hazardous to one's
health. Patrons unable to stand
frantic finishes are asked to leave
at the conclusion of the third
period.
While we really don't recommend leaving
this third annual Textile Bowl early, these two
teams have been playing erratic football in
the final stanza. Clemson has been outscored
in the fourth quarter, 63-24, while N. C. State
has been outpointed 54-21 in quarter last.
Three of N. C. State's four losses have come
because of fourth period failures.
The Tigers have been staking themselves to
leads (16-3 at Boston College, 16-6 against
Georgia, and 31-10 at Duke) but have been
unable to hold those margins late in the game
and this disturbing tendency has Danny Ford
getting grayer around the temples by the
game. But, a win is still a win, and the Tigers
have registered a 'W four times this year.
The Wolfpack, on the other hand, has not
been as fortunate on the plus side of the
ledger. Rookie coach Tom Reed inherited a
youthful team when he came South from
Miami of Ohio last winter, and the team's
growing pains have resulted in a 2-4 mark
halfway through the season.
While N. C. State has a new quarterback
and a practically brand-new offensive line,
one facet of the Pack attack is not new and
inexperienced. In fact, it seems like Joe Mcin-
tosh has been playing tailback for State since
the wing-T was abandoned. Mcintosh is only
a junior, though, and he only needs seven
yards to move past Stan Fritts into second
place on the N. C. State all-time rushing list.
This Lexington, NC, native has rushed 111
times (or 38 percent of State s rushing at-
tempts) for 566 yards and four touchdowns so
far this year and he has 2,536 yards and 15
scores for his two-year-and-change (even
though it seems like eons) career. Mcintosh
was the ACC's Rookie-of-the-Year in 1981,
gaining 1,190 yards, and even though he was
injured much of 1982, he still gained 780
yards, 1 13 of which came against the Tigers in
Raleigh. Mcintosh has also grabbed 12 passes
for 99 yards so far in this campaign.
While it seems the Wolfpack offense runs
on the legs of Joe Mcintosh, N. C. State is
really a balanced team with nearly a pass for
every two rushes. Quarterback Tim Esposito
is in his first year of starting with the Pack
after transferring from Long Beach City Col-
lege. This native of San Pedro, CA, has done a
fine job of running the show. Esposito has
completed 63 percent of his passes for a
quartet of touchdowns and 1,163 yards. Last
week against North Carolina, Esposito set the
N. C. State record with 31 completions in 48
attempts. The junior signal-caller also gained
294 yards through the airways against the Tar
Heels, which came close, but did not quite get
the school record. Esposito is basically a drop-
back passer, and Clemson has had problems
with that variety of quarterback, as Ben Ben-
nett would gladly attest to.
The Wolfpack offensive line, at first
glance, looks to be a very experienced unit,
but they are, in fact, quite green. Although
there are three seniors playing, only tackle Joe
Milinichik, a sophomore, has seen any real
action. Guard Greg Steele was moved from
defensive tackle last spring, and he has done a
good job on the left side. A. V. Richards, the
other guard, has been moved so often that he
feels he should own stock in Allied, but it looks
as though he has finally found a home.
Among the receivers, three sophomores
share the spotlight. Jeff Brown, the tight end,
is the leading baggage handler with 185 yards
on 22 receptions. Split ends Phil Brothers and
Stanley Davis split time and the twosome has
caught 23 passes between them.
The strength of State's defense can be
found in a pair of headhunters named
Vaughan Johnson and Andy Hendel, who pa-
trol at linebacker. These two seniors are from
the "hit first and ask questions later" school
and were the leading tacklers for the Wolf-
pack last year, an honor they are sure to repeat
this season. Johnson has been on the giving
end of 70 hits, while his partner in punish-
ment, Hendel, has made 47 tackles. Hendel
had eight tackles last year against Clemson.
Both of these linebackers were on the presea-
son All-ACC team selected last summer.
The N. C. State secondary is led by junior
free safety Dwayne Greene. Greene has made
one interception so far and is third on the
tackle chart with 33. The rest of State's theft
corps is much like their offensive line — two
seniors who have played a limited role, and a
freshman.
Clemson escaped Durham last week with a
38-31 squeaker over Duke that was not de-
cided until James Robinson's deflection of a
pass. Even though Danny Ford did not find
the "60 Minute Man" he was looking for,
several Tigers had outstanding performances.
Senior fullback Kevin Mack had his second
straight career high game, as the native of
King's Mountain, NC rushed 18 times for 150
yards and a touchdown, including one 53-
yard sojourn down the sideline early in the
game. Kenny Flowers went over the 100-yard
barrier for the second time this year, as he
racked up 112 yards on 17 carries and he
scored two touchdowns. Flowers' second score
came on a beautiful 35-yard sweep, where the
native of Daytona Beach, FL, broke three
tackles and scooted into the endzone behind
Shelton Boyer's grasping block at the goal
line.
The Clemson defense obviously will have
to improve after giving up over 900 yards in
total offense over the last two weeks. Henry
Walls and Terence Mack were two freshmen
who had solid games however as they made
17 tackles between them. William Perry now
has 10 tackles for loss on the season, and few
players in the nation can make that claim.
James Robinson is another Clemson player
who should be recognized as his two deflec-
tions of Ben Bennett passes, one on Duke's last
play of the game in the final minute, gave
Clemson the much needed victory.
The way things have been going lately for
both teams, the fourth quarter is bound to be a
thrill a minute. Make sure you have your seat
reserved for this entire game today.
a a a
Clemson freshman linebacker Henry Walls
already has broken William Perry's record for
tackles by a freshman. In six games this season
Walls has 61 stops, a total that leads the team.
He set a freshman single game record with 20
stops at Boston College. The ACC Rookie of
the Year candidate had two interceptions in
Clemson territory that stopped Virginia
drives.
O O t>
Clemson fullback Kevin Mack had another
fine game against Duke last week as he con-
tinues to show people why he is the best all-
around back in the ACC. Mack had his first
career 100-yard game Oct. 8 vs. Virginia with
109 yards in 13 carries. He added 150 at Duke
last Saturday. He currently leads Clemson in
rushing with 489 yards and an incredible 7.0
yards per carry figure. He has the top yards
per carry figure in the ACC among starting
backs, yes, even higher than any tailback in
the ACC when it comes to yards per carry.
Mack is attempting to become only the third
fullback in the last 20 years to lead Clemson in
rushing in a season. Marvin Sims (1979) and
Wade Hughes (1972) are the only other ones
since 1963.
Lists of Interest
Highest Total Offense Games both Teams
in Clemson History
Combined cu Opp. Game
Yards Off. Off. W-L Score Date
1107 756 351 W CU 82, Wake Forest 24 10/31/81
1022 514 508 w CU 38, Duke 31 10/15/83
1009 393 616 L CU 20, South Carolina 56 11/22/75
997 492 505 W CU 29, Duke 22 10/19/68
978 583 395 \v CU 54, North Carolina 32 11/9/74
928 556 372 w CU 39, South Carolina 21 11/23/74
923 509 414 w CU 42, Virginia 21 10/8/83
915 421 494 L CU 21, N. C. State 38 10/23/76
904 502 402 W CU 32, Virginia 27 10/13/73
903 474 429 w CU 40, Virginia 35 9/24/66
Note: two of the top seven combined total offense games in Clemson history have taken place in the last
two weeks.
Statistically Speaking
1983 Clemson Stats 1983 N.C. State Stats
(4-1-1 Overall, 3-0 vs the ACC) (2-4 Overall, 1-3 in ACC)
Rushing Rushing
Att. Yds. Avg. TD LG Ait. Yds. Avg. TD
Mack, FB 69 484 7.0 4 53 Mcintosh, TB Ill 566 5.1 4
Flowers, TB 71 393 5.5 6 47 Greene, TB 20 137 6.9 1
Driver, TB 62 325 5.2 2 29 Miller, TB 34 130 3.8 2
Flagler, TB 31 202 6.5 35 Evans, FB 42 119 2.8 3
B. Williams, FB . 21 114 5.4 28 Isom, FB 27 78 2.9
CLEMSON 310 1586 5.1 17 53 N. C. STATE 289 1048 3,6 12
Opponents 249 962 3.9 5 66 Opponents 259 1009 3.9 10
Passing Passing
Att. Comp. Int. Yds. Pet. TD LG Att. Comp. Int. Yds. TD Pet.
Eppley .... 85 49 4 683 .576 6 40 Esposito 175 109 6 1163 4 .623
Parete 23 5 1 57 .217 25
N. C. STATE 183 114 6 1260 4 623
CLEMSON 109 54 6 740 .495 6 40 Opponents 154 80 8 912 4
Opponents . 212 120 10 1353 .556 8 59
Receiving
Receiving Rec. Yds. Avg. TD
Rec. Yds. Avg. TD LG Brown, TE 22 185 8.4
R. Williams 10 159 15.9 1 40 Brothers, SE 13 155 11.9 1
Dunn 9 147 14.7 1 38 Mcintosh, TB 12 99 8.3
Roulhac 9 142 14.2 3 39 Davis, SE 10 116 11.6
Riggs 5 72 14.4 21 Isom, FB 9 76 8.4 1
Driver 5 17 3.4 12
N. C. STATE 114 1260 11.1 4
CLEMSON 54 740 13.7 6 40 Opponents 80 912 11.4 4
Opponents 120 1353 11.3 8 59
Tackle Lead ers
Tackle Leaders Johnson, LB . . 70 Bush, LB 26
Walls, LB . 61 Pickett, DE 34 Phillips, DT . . . 28 Blackwell, MG ... 21
Milton, LB 54 Perry, MG 29 Hendel, LB 47 M. Brown, DB 24
Watson, FS 43 T. Mack, DE 25 Wilson, DB . 30 D Harris, LB ... . 19
K. Williams, LB . . . . 38 Ray Brown, DT . . . 24 D. Greene, DB 33 M Frank, LB 20
Robinson, DT . . 37 Devane, MG 23
Schedule and Results
Schedule and Results NC STATE-
CU- Date Opp. W-L Opponent
Date Opp. W-L Opponent Sept. 10 16-22 L EAST CAROLINA
Sept. 3 -44-10 W W. CAROLINA Sept. 17 45-0 W THE CITADEL
Sept. 10 16-31 L at Boston College Sept. 24 14-26 L VIRGINIA
Sept. 17 16-16 T GEORGIA Oct. 1 38-15 W at Wake Forest
Sept. 24 41-14 W GEORGIA TECH Oct. 8 10-20 L GEORGIA TECH
Oct. 8 42-21 W VIRGINIA Oct. 15 14-42 L NORTH CAROLINA
Oct. 15 38-31 W at Duke Oct. 22 at Clemson, 1:00 PM
Oct. 22 N C. State, 1:00 PM Oct. 29 at South Carolina, $00 PM
Oct. 29 WAKE FOREST, 1:00 PM Nov. 5 APPALACHIAN STATE, 1:00 PM
Nov. 5 at North Carolina, 1:00 PM Nov. 12 at Duke, 1:30 PM
Nov. 12 MARYLAND, 1:00 PM Nov. 19 MARYLAND, 100 PM
Nov. 19 at South Carol ina, 1:30 PM
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PRINTS
Each year many of your favorite
Clemson Tigers go on to join the ranks of
NFL. Now you can follow their careers in an exciting n
way, and begin the hobby of a lifetime!
Start your own picture album of former
Clemson players now active in pro
4 football. Pro Prints offers you a
beautiful collectors album, custom-designed
mounting pages, and your choice of full color
5x7 autographed photos of each former
Clemson player. Every year we'll give you the opportunity to add
those dynamic Tigers who are drafted into the pros. In addition,
W you can order any of the Clemson players who were
drafted and have made an NFL tefirh this year. ^
Each and every year, you and your children will
look forward to adding the new pro Tigers to
6
your collection. You'll treasure this album of 13
Clemson players who've carried their Tiger
spirit on to the professional ranks.
^^Begin your collection today!
Just fill out the order form below, check your
choice of players, and send it to us.
15
Danny Ford, Head Coach
Frank Howard, Former Head Coach










1. Jeff Bostic 11. Steve Kenny
2. Joe Bostic 12. Archie Reese
3. Jeff Bryant 13. Jim Stuckey
4. Jerry Butler 14. Perry Turtle
5. Ken Callicutt 15. Terry Kinard
6. Brian Clark 16.
7, Dwight Clark 17.
8. Bennie Cunningham 18.
9. Jeff Davis 19.







ALBUM & 3 PHOTOS s24.95
Specials @ s24.95 ea. $
Albums @ s 16. 95 ea. $
Photos @ M.95 ea. $
Shipping & Handling $ 2.00
TOTAL $
Enclose check or money order and send to:
Pro Prints/J. Brennan, Inc.
P. O. Box 220268, Charlotte, NC 28222-0268
Edgar Pickett — Poster Pin-Up?
By Kim Kelly-Bishop
It was late in the summer of 1980 when a
young Yankee college graduate ventured out
of her faculty housing apartment to go two
doors down and meet the new neighbors. As
Clemson's newly appointed assistant sports
information director this Yankee had heard
that an assistant foctball coach and his wife
were moving in and perhaps, she thought, "I
might be able to m ike friends with another
new athletic department member."
And so I met Rick and Mary Whitt which is
indirectly how I first came to hear of Edgar
Pickett. Pickett, you see, played his prep ball
at Central Davidson High School (NC) where
Whitt was one of his coaches. Apparently
Pickett so impressed Mary Whitt that the shy
Clemson rookie's picture adorned the Whitt
family refrigerator and he was frequently an
invited dinner guest.
"I remember the first time Edgar had din-
ner with us during his freshman year at Clem-
son," recalled Mary. "I knew that with both
Rick and Edgar eating I'd have to cook a lot so
I made two large meatloafs and a huge pot of
pinto beans. The three of us ate one meatloaf
and then Edgar started on the second one!
When it came time for Edgar to go back to the
dorm he had the remainder of the meatloaf
under one arm and a loaf of bread under the
other," she laughed.
"Edgar is the type of person I enjoy being
associated with," said Whitt who coached
Edgar for two years in high school. "I don't
coach Edgar at all at Clemson, but I can still
recognize that he is a winner and a hard-
working kid."
Mary echoed her husband's sentiments as
she explained how the 6-3, 230-pound defen-
sive end's picture ended up as a pin-up on her
refrigerator door. "During picture day in
1980 all the other coaches were having their
family pictures taken. Rick and I were new-
comers and didn't have any children so I
thought since Edgar is new and probably
doesn't know many people why don't we have
our picture taken with him? Afterall, he was
the closest thing we had to family," she said.
And now four seasons later Pickett is no
longer the shy rookie from Lexington, NC,
but rather a starter and senior leader as well as
Clemson's sixth leading tackier. "I am still just
a friendly laid-back down-home country
boy," he admits, "but I've grown up a lot."
Pickett's growth and maturity are evident,
indeed. While he harbors a dream of playing
pro football like many a college gridder, the
industrial education major also understands
the value of a good education and hopes one
day to be a teacher.
In fact, Pickett has already involved him-
self in teacher training of sorts. "I tutor ele-
mentary school age children and on occasion
Edgar has listened to some of my students
read and worked with them," volunteered
Mary.
On the other side of the coin Pickett has
continued to attend defensive end coach
Tommy West's after school sessions in hopes
that a fine-tuned set of skills will help him
reach two goals; the first being four sacks in a
game and the second being a shot at the pros.
"My biggest concern regarding football
Pickett as a poster pin-up.
Pickett in pursuit of one dream.
right now is to do a good job at Clemson,"
Pickett said. "This is only my second season
playing defensive end and I know I've got
many areas to perfect. Time, hard work and
experience will tell what the future holds for
me," he continued. "A defensive end needs to
have strength, speed and good field sense. I
am confident that I have sound basic skills in
all of these areas but there is always room for
improvement," added Clemson's 1982 leader
in tackles for loss.
The self-improvement plan Pickett has set
up for himself includes running and working
in the strength training room on his legs. "Leg
strength is all important in taking on a tackle
and the power you have behind a hit makes all
the difference," said Pickett. Additionally
Pickett has seen fit to improve upon his famil-
iarity with the multitude of different blocks.
How did he do this you ask? Well it seems this
past summer Edgar had help from a live-in
tutor, his brother, Stafford, who is a senior
tight end at Central Davidson.
Yes, the 21-year-old has applied himself
both on and off the field. As a defensive end
he said he strives to, "never let anything get
outside or away from me," and in the class-
room he's kept up with his studies and should
become a graduate of Clemson University
next summer.
Whether the defensive end winds up being
a teacher in a classroom or being taught in
some pro football camp, he's learned a valu-
able lesson from having participated in team
sports. "People have to work together for a
common cause. I don't believe in a one-man
show," he concluded.
Regardless if Pickett ever again achieves
pin-up status, three people (Rick, Mary and
the Yankee) will know that during at least one
point in his life, Edgar Pickett commanded
top billing in the Whitt family household.
And with another year like he had in 1982, he
will command top billing in a lot of Clemson
fan's households.

















This year's Textile Bowl marks the beginning of National Textile Week,
which is being observed October 22-29 to focus attention on one of the
nation's most important industries.
While Clemson University and North Carolina State University have long
been rivals on the football field, today's game is the third to be designated
as the Textile Bowl. A silver bowl, donated by Textile Hall Corporation,
is presented to the winning team which keeps it until next year's game.
Clemson has been victorious in the two previous games.
The two institutions have played important roles in the growth of the
textile industry in the Carolinas. Leaders in textile education since the
1890's, they are today among only 12 universities in the nation offering
a full range of textile degree programs, from bachelor to doctoral. Together
Clemson and North Carolina State have produced over 10,000 graduates
highly trained for lucrative and rewarding careers in this diverse field.
Dean of the School of Textiles at North Carolina State is Dame S. Hamby.
Dr. Ryan Amacher is dean of the College of Commerce and Industry at
Clemson and Dr. Ed Vaughn heads the School of Textiles. They are
attending today's game along with leaders in the industry from throughout
the Carolinas.
There are 1 ,794 textile plants in the Carolinas, employing 334,000 people.
The combined annual payroll exceeds $4 billion. In South Carolina,
37 percent of the manufactuing workforce is employed in textiles. Textiles
is North Carolina's largest manufacturing industry, employing almost three
of every 10 manufacturing workers in that state.
The American textile industry with its state-of-the-art technology is
the most productive in the world. Over $1 .5 billion has been invested in
modern equipment in just the past three years. Interestingly, South Carolina
is the nation's largest producer of textile machinery and North Carolina
is its biggest customer.
Not only do textile corporate taxes finance many worthwhile social
programs in the two states but the industry itself is highly philanthropic,
contributing millions of dollars to schools, hospitals, libraries, human service
organizations and other programs which elevate the quality of life for all
who live and work in North and South Carolina.
AMERICAN
^TEXTILES
^^J^Quality People, Quality Products
YOU DON'T GET TO THE TOP
BYJUST PLAYING GAMES.
v.
It takes hard work and a lot of practice. And it
takes a commitment to being the best. The kind
of commitment Clemson students, faculty and
alumni have also brought to their positions on the
Stevens team throughout the years.
Students filling jobs in nearby plants. Faculty
providing continuing education and valuable
research. And alumni in management roles.
For years we've worked together to create quality
fabrics. Having Clemson on our side has helped
keep us at the top, too.
STEVENS
J.P. Stevens & Co., Inc.
FORENERGY
BILLS.
Turn your thermostat to 68° or
lower for heating, and 78° or
higher for cooling. For every
degree you maintain your
home below 68° and above
78° you reduce your oper-
ating costs And that can
be a big turn for the better.
We'll be happy to give you
a free booklet full of energy
saving tips like this. Just call
your local SCE&G office
SCE&G. PEOPLE PUTTING THEIR
ENERGYTOWORK FORYOU.
Head Coac >anny For
The names Bear Bryant, Amos Alonzo
Stagg, Pop Warner, Woody Hayes and
Jess Neely all have two things in com-
mon. If you are up on your football trivia
you know that the five aforementioned
men are the top five men in career coach-
ing victories in the college ranks.
This well-known quintet also has an-
other statistic in common. All five had
worse records on a percentage basis
against major college competition after
four seasons than present Clemson Head
Coach Danny Ford. We aren't saying
Ford is a shoo-in for the Hall of Fame or
300 victories, but the fact does give testi-
mony to the Clemson mentor's level of
accomplishment in his first four full sea-
sons as a head coach.
In his four seasons Ford has led Clem-
son to a 36-10-1 record, two ACC titles
and most importantly the institution's
first National Championship in any
sport. That is a winning percentage of
.776, a better winning percentage at a
four-year mark than current nationally
renowned coaches Vince Dooley, Bo
Schembechler, Tom Osborne, Bobby
Bowden, Fred Akers, Lou Holtz and
Terry Donahue had at the four-year
mark in their careers.
In 1982 Ford led Clemson to a 9-1-1
record and his Tigers are now 21-1-1 over
the last two seasons. No school in Amer-
ica can claim a better mark. After the
1981 season he was deservedly named
national Coach-of-the-Year by an assort-
ment of media and organizations.
He was named National Coach-of-the-
Year by United Press International, the
American Football Coaches' Association,
the Football Writers of America, and the
Washington Touchdown Club, in addi-
tion to many other local football clubs.
The now 35-year-old Gadsden, Al na-
tive has been associated with more win-
ning teams and programs than most
coaches come in contact with in a life-
time. Including his years as a player at
Alabama under Bear Bryant, Ford has
been associated with college football for
the last 16 years. Fifteen of those clubs
have had winning records and 1 1 have
gone to bowl games. Additionally, the 15
teams have had a record of 133-48-4, a
.730 winning percentage.
Ford took over on December 10, 1978.
That was a fine day in Clemson athletics
because the University announced that
Charley Pell had relinquished the head
coaching duties of the 1978 Gator Bowl
to Ford. Nearly 40 years after hiring 31-
year-old Frank Howard, Clemson had
hired a gifted 30-year-old to lead the
Tiger forces on the gridiron.
Ford conquered all kinds of adversity
in leading the Tigers to a nationally tele-
vised 17-15 triumph over perennial pow-
er Ohio State in the Gator Bowl in his
very first game as head coach. Few men-
tors in NCAA history have made such a
celebrated and successful beginning.
With this list of accomplishments, it is
little wonder that the Student Affairs
Committee of the Clemson Board of
Trustees only considered one name as
Charley Pell's successor. Danny Ford not
only had the backing of Pell, but also
from the members of the Clemson foot-
ball team. He was then assistant head
coach and offensive line coach for the
Tigers. After two meetings between Ford
and the committee on the morning of
December 5, 1978, it was the unanimous
opinion of the committee that Ford
should be named Clemson's 21st head
coach.
Ford began his association with college
football in 1967 when he started for Bear
Bryant at Alabama as Ken Stabler's soph-
omore tight end. He played three years
for Bryant, (including three wins against
Clemson) and was an All-Southeastern
Conference choice, All-SEC academic-
selection and team captain during his
senior season.
After receiving his B.S. degree in in-
dustrial arts in 1970, Ford remained at
Alabama as a graduate assistant for the
1970 and 1971 seasons. Upon earning a
master's degree in special education in
1971, he was made a full-time assistant
under Bryant for the 1972 and 1973 sea-
sons. The Tide went to four more post-
season games while Ford was on Bryant's
staff.
Clemson's current head man then ac-
cepted a position as an assistant coach on
Jimmy Sharpe's staff at Virginia Tech.
He remained in Blacksburg for three sea-
sons (1974 to 1976), before he was beck-
oned to Clemson by Charley Pell, who
had just been named the Tigers head
coach. Pell and Ford had served together
on the VPI staff for two seasons.
And only 23 games later, Ford became
head coach of the Tigers at age 30, the
youngest Division I head coach in the
country.
And three years later he became the
youngest coach to lead a team to a na-
tional championship.
All-Time Winningest College Coaches
Career Record, 1st
Rank Name Wins Four Years Pet.
1. Bear Bryant 324 26-11-3 .688
2. Amos Alonzo Stagg 314 37-18-6 .656
3. Pop Warner 313 22-9-1 .703
4. Woody Hayes 238 24-11-2 .676
5. Jess Neely 207 12-21-5 .382
DANNY FOBD 36 36-10-1 .776
At the convergence of the Chechessee
and Colleton Rivers near Hilton Head
Island, South Carolina lies Callawassie
Island. Here is a place where great
herons wing slowly over undisturbed
marsh. And, where Tom Fazio has
designed a 27 hole masterpiece for
your golfing pleasure. Located only a
short distance from the Intracoastal
Waterway and the Atlantic Ocean,
Callawassie also offers a unique
real estate opportunity. Consider
these points:
• Backed by a solid development
company, choice golf course, marsh,
and waterfront homesites are still
available on this beautiful island.
These homesites are large, thickly
wooded, and attractively priced.
• Callawassie Island offers a clean,
natural and private environment,
blessed with lush foliage and one
of the largest magnolia forests in
the Carolinas.
• Planned amenities other than golf
include a swim and racquet complex
and a magnificent country club
overlooking the Colleton
River expanse.
•Callawassie offers an uncrowded,
private residential environment. Only
850 property owners will be allowed
on this 880 acre island. The result will
be a return to gracious Southern living
and architectural style.
•Homesites begin at $31,000. For more
information or a private tour call
(803) 842-4955/726-4500 or write:
A Development of Three Fountainview Corporation
P.O. BOX 6282
Hilton Head Island, South Carolina 29938
Please: (check one) send me sales information
have a sales representative contact me to arrange a
private tour
Name Phone ( )
Address
Zip
For accurate information obtain the Property Sepon required by Federal Law anrj read <i before signing anyihmg No federal
agency has judged the merifs or value if any ol the properly This is not an offering where prohibited by law
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Interstates 20, 26, 85, and 95 aren't exactly Broadway
but this fall they'll carry a show to the people of
South Carolina as high-spirited and fun-filled
as any chorus line the Big Apple has to offer.
Understand, now, there won't be any 12-piece
bands, and the cast will perform in places like
high school cafeterias and National Guard
armories — the kind of places that sort of
make you feel at home and that make you
proud of your community and state.
And that's just fine. In fact it's perfect.
Because the name of this show is "We're
Proud to Say,'' and its plot is straight-
forward and simple: to celebrate
Clemson University, its students, its
programs, and its contributions to
the quality of life in the Palmetto State.
Clemson has a lot to be proud of, such as:
• the best freshmen SAT scores of any public college or
university in South Carolina . .
.
• outstanding faculty who have this year received Fulbright
awards and been elected to such national offices as President
of the National Wildlife Federation . .
.
• a record year for private support of Clemson programs, both
athletic and academic. Through such donations the numbers of
named professorships and full-ticket academic scholarships
have expanded to attract and keep the best minds on campus
on both sides of the classroom desk.
Featured entertainers at this fall's Clemson nights around the
state will be the 4:30 Thursday Singers, a group of energetic
Clemson students acclaimed for their vocal talents. There'll be
audio-visual presentations as well and brief — and we're
serious about that — comments from representatives of the
various areas that make up the University community.
"The emphasis will be on fun for the whole family," says
Clemson night chairman Jeff McNeill of the Alumni Relations
Office. "The evening will include an informal, inexpensive meal,
and we're going to keep everything casual and entertaining.
"All we want to do is to show off some of the smart and
talented Clemson students that we're so proud of, and to tell
folks about some of the great things going on at Clemson
University."
Watch for information in
your local news media on
exact times and locations in
your area, and for details on
ticket sales.
Here's the general schedule:
October 4, Florence
October 1 1 , Spartanburg
October 18, Charleston
October 25, Greenwood









READY- MIX SAND STONE TRUCKING
COMMERCIAL RESIDENTIAL INDUSTRIAL
L. E. MILLER, JR.
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
2463 AIRPORT ROAD
NORTH CHARLESTON, S. C.
Phone: 74 7 - 0424
CROSS PLANT
ANGELS LANDING ROAD
PINE VILLE, S. C.
Phone. 351 - 4573
WILLIAM A. GRANT
PRESIDENT
NEW HWY. 52, SOUTH
MONCKS CORNER, S. C.
Phone: 761 - 317 5
SIX-MILE ROAD
(Off U. S. 17 North)
MT PLEASANT, S C.
Phone: 884- 4715
THE 3 KEYS TO
SUCCESS:
Satisfied Clients, Satisfied Clients and Satisfied Clients.
Developing a reputation for excellence is not an easy task. Maintaining
that reputation can be just as difficult. At Parker Construction our reputation
for excellence has been developed by remembering two key words: client
satisfaction. From the moment we become involved with a project to the date of
completion, we're dedicated to delivering what's promised, when promised. This
kind of dedication has not come by accident. Since our beginning we've taken
that extra step to not just satisfy our client's needs, but to perform beyond their
expectations. Through the application of modern building technology we've discovered
better methods of construction, saving precious time on all projects. Exacting
communication and attention to detail has enabled us to complete projects within
budget and without compromise. From historic restoration to new
construction, Parker is building — building a reputation for
excellence and a long list of satisfied clients.
Parker
I CONSTRUCTION COMPANY. INC.
P.O. BOX 9404, CHARLESTON, SC 2941 803/554-1261
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Athletic Director Bi
Statistics are not for losers when it
comes to athletics. Batting averages, scor-
ing averages and passing percentages are
used to gauge an athlete's performance,
and won-loss records document the abili-
ties of coaches. If there is one statistic or
rating system for athletic directors it
must be the Knoxville Journal's Na-
tional All-Sports Poll. It rates the all-
around success of a program based on
national standings in various sports.
If that poll is the statistical barometer
for athletic directors, then Bill McLellan
is one of the finest in his field. Under his
leadership Clemson has finished in the
top five in the nation in the prestigious
poll four of the last five years, including a
number-five ranking during the 1982-83
academic year. Additionally, Clemson
has ranked in the top 36 in the nation
every year since 1975-76.
"I believe in the total athletic program
at Clemson," said McLellan, who is only
the third man to own the title of athletic
director at Clemson over the last 48
years. "Every sport is important in this
department and we want to have a na-
tionally ranked program in every sport.
It is a daily challenge, but a rewarding
one."
Highly regarded by his peers, McLel-
lan is also held in respect by Clemson
alumni and constituents. In the summer
of 1982 he was named as a Distinguished
Alumnus of Clemson University, one of
the highest honors a Clemson alumnus
can obtain.
The native of Hamer, SC, was elevated
to his present position on February 4,
1971, but he has served Clemson in al-
most every capacity.
McLellan was a Tiger gridder in the
early fifties, earning a letter in 1953 and
1954. He was also a member of the 1952
Gator Bowl team. He earned a BS degree
in agronomy in 1954 and a master's in
agricultural economics in 1956.
McLellan joined the athletic staff May
1, 1958 from Clemson's Department of
Agricultural Economics and Seed Cer-
tification where he had spent one year as
assistant agronomist and two years as as-
sistant economist.
Although carrying the title of assistant
business manager, McLellan was cred-
ited with handling the majority of the
department's athletic business and oper-
ations long before his appointment into
his present role. In 1966 he was named
assistant athletic director and two years
later was appointed associate athletic
director.
During his 13 years as the top man,
Clemson has improved its won-loss rec-
ord by leaps and bounds in nearly every
sport, but the growth and improvement
in facilities has also improved at a mete-
oric rate. Clemson has the finest all-
around athletic facilities in the South for
its 17 intercollegiate sports and McLellan
has been the architect of the improve-
ment.
Just look at Clemson s Memorial Sta-
dium. In the last six years alone the seat-
ing capacity has increased by over 70
percent with the addition of two upper
decks.
The list of improvements for other
sports is lengthy, but significant. During
his tenure, 20 new tennis courts have
been built, new lighting has been in-
stalled on a new soccer field, the baseball
field has been made into a stadium, addi-
tional seating and further improvements
have been made to Littlejohn Coliseum,
a new swimming pool was built as an
addition to a renovated Fike Fieldhouse,
a modern, all-weather track was in-
stalled, five new football practice fields
were added and a golf putting green and
driving range were built.
McLellan has also worked tirelessly on
further improvements for the University
community. The athletic department has
made a number of grants to academic
programs. Some of the purchases include
mini-computers in the College of Educa-
tion, salary supplements in the math and
English departments in addition to the
College of Education, support travel for
the Tiger Band, and a yearly contribu-
tion to the Clemson Sports Symposium,
one of the finest of its kind in the nation.
Additionally, matching gifts have been
made from IPTA Y to the special Univer-
sity fund.
The 51-year-old McLellan is also
highly regarded for his expertise in tele-
vision contracts. He has been a chairman
of the ACC television committee and has
been a chief negotiator in various televi-
sion contracts. He is the major reason
Clemson will have most of its football
games seen on nationwide cable systems
this season.
Putting something back into the Uni-
versity has a personal dimension for
McLellan. "As one of seven children, that
athletic scholarship made a lot of things
possible for me, and I appreciate the
opportunity to pay Clemson back. It's not
an ego trip for me, but it is personal
satisfaction which no one can ever take
away."
Clemson players, coaches and fans are famous
for mustering up big appetites. That's when they
want the best U.S.D.A. Graded Choice heavy
grain-fed Western Beef. Beef that's actually
guaranteed to be tender. Every time. And
BI-LO's Western Beef Market is where they find it
— during football season, or any other time.
TheCare&FeedingOf
HungryTigers.
In football a fumble can be
The Same Is True In Airconditionlng.





We have the winning combination
in designing, manufacturing, in-
stalling and maintaining your
environmental system. We have
professional engineering personnel,
modern shops and experienced
field crews. We can provide new
systems or modify existing systems.
When the need arises for air
conditioning, liquid & air filtration,
thermo kinetics
heat reclamation & air distribution
systems- Don't Drop the Ball-
Call on the professionals.
Creating the ideal environment
716 E. Fairfield Rd. o Greenville, S. C. 29605 o 803/277-8080
If your lender thinks a farming team consists of
rookie baseball players,
you're borrowing at the wrong place.
At Farm Credit, we speak
Teamwork. We
appreciate that both of you
share the tough decisions, the
very real risks, the never-
ending effort. Your partnership
is what makes it all work —
and worth it.
As America's dependable
source of agricultural credit,
we consider ourselves part of
your farming team, with short,
intermediate and long term





lending institutions, in business
to help make your operation
more profitable. We offer loans
for operating expenses,
equipment, land acquisition, as
well as family needs — and a
lot more. And our help is
backed by loan officers who
understand the importance of
using credit wisely.
There's an office near you,
and you're both welcome. Call
or come by today and talk
loans for your farm and your
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It takes work. And careful planning. But you can do the things you need to
do. Make it a good life for yourself and the people you love. Make it an even
better, brighter future. And you don't have to do it alone.
We'll help. With all the banking services you need. Whether you're just
starting out with your first job, first home, first baby. Or you're already estab-
lished and looking for ways to make the most of what you've accomplished.
But there's more to it than just providing the services you need now.
There's the promise that we'll grow with you. Refining services to help you
cope with change. Developing new ones to help you get ahead.
So you can come to C&S. And stay with C&S. Like thousands of folks all
across South Carolina. They're still building, growing, and achieving, despite
the up and down, 'round and 'round times we live in.




® Registered Service Mark of ihe Citizens and Southern Bank of South Carolina. D1963 C&S Bank of S.C
CLEMSON TIGER FOOTBALL CAMP '84
Join Head Coach Danny Ford and staff in an
opportunity for boys of all ages and abilities to
correctly develop the fundamental skills of Tiger
football.
Camp sessions available for boys enrolled in
grades 3-12.
For more information on the upcoming summer
sessions of the 1 3th annual Clemson Tiger Foot-
ball Camp
write: phone:












P.O. Box 630 - Anderson, South Carolina 29622




SEASON TICKET HOLDERS/OTHER VISI-
TORS: Season ticket holders and other visitors to the
stadium are requested to enter Gates 1, 5, 9, 11, or
13. Persons with top deck tickets must enter the
stadium via the ramps which are located behind the
North and South stands. Ramp entrances are adja-
cent to Gates 1 and 13 on South side and Gates 5 and
9 on North side.
HANDICAPPED: Special entrances have been
provided at Gates 1 and 13 for the handicapped.
WILL CALL: Should you have tickets at the will
call window, you will find them at Gate 13.
Gates 4, 6, 7, and 8 are closed prior to the games and
are opened for exit purposes only
PASS OUT CHECKS: Pass out checks will be avail-
able at Gates 1, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and the top decks.
Any person leaving the stadium other than with a
team pass must have a pass out check, as well as an
admittance stub to be readmitted to the stadium
EMERGENCIES: First aid stations are located:
South Side — Under Section J; South Top Deck —
Under Section E; North Side — Under Section T;
North Top Deck — Under Section K Trained
nurses are on hand during the game. Should a
doctor be needed, ask any usher, who knows the seat
locations of doctors Ambulances are located at
Gates 1, 5, 8, and 13
TELEPHONES: Pay telephones are located at the
stadium ticket offices at Gates 1, 5, 9, 13, and top
decks.
PURLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The public address
system is intended primarily for spectators' infor-
mation concerning the game. Please do not request
the use of the public address system to make social
contacts.













2 3 4 5 4 3 2 1 °
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and mens' restrooms are
located beneath the stands and can be reached by
exit from any portal
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost or found,
please report same to Gate 1 information booth.
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession stands are
located beneath all stands and can be reached by
exit from any portal. A concession price list is pub-
lished on this page.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls are re-
ceived in the Security Booth. The emergency num-
ber is 656-2110.
NOTE: The following items are prohibited in
Memorial Stadium — umbrellas, folding chairs,
chaise lounges, food and beverage containers of
any type, alcoholic beverages, thermos jugs, and
ice chests.
NOTICE: Solicitation for any purpose is prohib-
ited at an athletic contest in Clemson Memorial






Sun Visors, paper 50
Balloons 3.00
Inflates 3.00 & 5.00





Tiger Paw Flags 2.00
Posters 2.00 & 5.00
Coasters 3.00
CONCESSION PRICES



















P.O. Box 1029/Creenville, S.C. 29602/(803) 288-7060
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The Golden Anniversary o
By Len Gough
On July 1, 1983, IPTAY began
its 50th year of service to Clemson
University. From a modest begin-
ning as a secret organization, IP-
TAY has grown into one of the
largest athletic scholarship fund-
raising groups in America.
It was during the summer of 1934
that Dr. Rupert H. Fike, a physician
from Atlanta, GA, had the idea to
begin a secret organization, a "frater-
nity" of sorts, that would raise funds
for athletic scholarships for Clemson.
On August 20, he recruited eight
other gentlemen to meet with him at
his home in Atlanta.
Meeting with Dr. Fike were:
George Suggs, Gene Cox, E. C. Hut-
chens, Bill Dukes, J. R. Pennell,
George Klugh, Milton Berry, and
Jack Mitchell. Together these men
drafted the constitution, created the
ritual, and developed the codes and
symbols that only initiated IPTAY
members knew.
Parts of the ritual included a pock-
et piece with symbols, a secret hand
shake and unusual greetings. The dif-
ferent titles included IPTAY, which
stood for Industry, Perseverance,
Temperance, Assistance, Youthful-
ness or I Pay Ten A Year.
But IPTAY has not succeeded be-
cause of secret symbols and initia-
tions. It was only a secret organization
for four years. From its beginning
with 162 charter members, IPTAY
continued to grow until, in 1954, Dr.
Fike realized a need for reorganiza-
tion. A complete revamping of the
club took place, and it was decided to
have a Board of Directors composed
of nine people. Three of these would
be appointed by the Chairman of the
Athletic Council, with the remaining
six being elected to represent the six
congressional districts.
In 1950, Gene Willimon had been
hired as Executive Secretary and
would be joined by three officers, a
President, a Vice President and a Sec-
RUPERT FIKE
retary-Treasurer, that would be
elected from and by the Board of Di-
rectors.
The first IPTAY Board of Direc-
tors was comprised of Calhoun Lem-
on, Vic Chapman, R. C. Edwards,
Paul Quattlebaum, W. G. Des-
Champs, Harper Gault, Edgar Rosa-
mond, and
J. O. Freeman. The main
objective of the directors was to
create more interest in IPTAY and
Clemson University. In 1958, IPTAY
representatives were appointed for
the first time. This group now num-
bers over 500 strong and donates un-
told volunteer hours promoting
Clemson.
As the years passed, the numbers
continued to grow. There were 5,200
members in 1954 which became
10,000 in 1959 and now number over
19,000 for the 1983 year. In 1936, Jess
Neely said that the sky would be the
limit if IPTAY could raise only
$10,000. Thanks to the leadership of
people like Gene Willimon, George
Bennett, and Joe Turner, IPTAY
crossed $1 million in 1977, $2 million
in 1979, $3 million in 1981, $4 million
in 1982, and $5 million for the 1983
fiscal year. With this type of support,
it is no wonder that IPTAY has had 20
consecutive record breaking years.
JOE TURNER
But what is IPTAY? By constitu-
tional definition, IPTAY is a non-
profit, tax-exempt organization with
the primary goal of providing schol-
arships for student athletes at Clem-
son University; it is self-supporting.
But IPTAY is much more than num-
bers. IPTAY is 19,000 people who
believe that Clemson deserves only
the best, and, these people are willing
to work unselfishly to make and keep
Clemson number one. Athletic Di-
rector Bill McLellan believes, "With-
out a doubt, the unprecedented peri-
od of growth in Clemson Athletics
would not have been possible without
the support of IPTAY."
We are completing the first fifty
years of a long journey. But where
will IPTAY be fifty years down the
road? "The key to Clemson's success
has been and will continue to be peo-
ple," according to Joe Turner, Execu-
tive Secretary of IPTAY. "If we have
unlocked some unique qualities on
Saturdays at Death Valley or in Lit-
tlejohn, it is because of the love and
sincerity of the people who support
the Tigers. It is this commitment that
has taken Clemson through the first
50 years and will certainly keep




Back Row (L-R): Dewayne Chandler, Rodney Foster, Chip Winchester, Joel Bullard, Jay Bennett, David Curry and Ted Katana.
Front Row (L-R): Bob Easley, Andy Barker, Reno Wilson, Randall Balk, Charles Wingard and Robby Corley. Front and Center: Mark Abell.
SMITH @ WATERS INC.
Serving Georgia - North Carolina - South Carolina
• DEPENDABLE MOTOR CARRIER SERVICE
• DIRECT SERVICE TO ALL POINTS
• CLASS RATE DISCOUNTS
HOME OFFICE
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is in his third sea-
son with the
Clemson staff af-
ter joining the Ti-







Delta State. He is
a 1960 graduate of Presbyterian College.
He has served as an assistant coach, head
coach and assistant athletic director





had served as de-
fensive coordina-
tor. The native of
Piqua, OH, is
now in his third




has also served as a head coach in his
career, as he was the top man at Wake
Forest in 1972. Harper serves as assistant
head coach at Clemson.
K ^^^^ Les Herrin has
^dM been the director
§M & of Clemson's fine
linebacking crew
the last two sea-








graduate captained the Catamount team
in 1970 and also was named most valu-
able player of the defense that same
season.
Lawson Hol-
land is the only
I current member





coach was a re-
serve quarter-
back for the Ti-
gers between
1970 and 1973.
Now in his fifth season at Clemson, Hol-
land, who works with the receivers,














University the last four seasons. The na-
tive of Grove Hill, AL was a four-year
letterman at Alabama State as a quarter-
back. He earned his degree in physical
education.
Chuck Reedy
is one of the rea-
sons Clemson's
ground attack
has been so out-
standing the last
few years, as he
has served as the
running backs




from Kentucky in July of 1978. The 1971
Appalachian State graduate earned two




giately at a fine
southern institu-
tion and he now
coaches in the
college ranks in
the same area of
the country. The
starting quarter-
back for the LSU
Tigers between
1965 and 1967,
Stokley is now the offensive coordinator
for the Clemson Tigers. He is now in his
fourth season at Clemson after serving as













years and is one
of the major rea-
sons the Tiger ground game has been so
successful. The native of Moline, IL
played both football and baseball for
three seasons at Iowa State.
Tommy West










en, Joe Glenn and
Edgar Pickett.
West was a fine player himself, lettering
in the mid-seventies for the Volunteers of
Tennessee.
Rick Whitt is









of the most im-
portant positions
on the Clemson
defense. Whitt started for three seasons
at strong safety for Catawba before start-
ing his coaching career at Central David-
son High School in Lexington, NC. He is
this year's volunteer coach.
JOINTHEFASTEST-GROWING
FANCLUB INAMERKA.
At Piedmont, we've been winning new
fans at a record-setting pace.
This past year alone, for example,we
counted over 8.5 million. A million more
than the year before.
So,why are so many fans flocking to
our gates?
We think its because we offer an
alternative. An aerial game plan that gives
the air traveler a lot of options.
For instance,nonstops anddirectswhere
the other airlines offer only connections.
Or fast, easy connections through
airports that are smaller and less congested.
In short, its a strategy that has helped us
gainground almosteverywhere we've gone.
Which has helpedmake us, since 1978,



















































Highlights of each week's Clemson game - with commentary by
Coach Danny Ford and the voice of the Tigers, Jim Phillips.
Consult local listings for times.
WYFF-TV# WCIV-TV • WPDE-TV •WRDW-TV#WOLO-TV
GREENVILLE CHARLESTON FLORENCE AUGUSTA COLUMBIA

























OPENALL DA Y SA TURDA Y
PHONE 803/288-4341 P.O. BOX 7 MAIN STREET MAULDIN, S.C. 29662
We're more than just a door company!
Our name doesn't tell it all, but our product line does. We sell
deliver, custom install, and service a complete line of doors, dock
equipment and accessories. We carry everything from decorative
front doors to airplane hanger doors. And each is constructed of
the finest quality ofwood, steel, aluminum, fiberglass, or combi-
nation ofthose materials. You can also rely on our expert service
after the sale. Call us for an estimate for your project — whether
it's one door or a hundred! If it's anything to do with structural
openings in the home, business, or industry, we do it — best!
Serving Commercial Needs With:
• Dock Seals, Shelters
• Loading Dock Equipment
• Fire Doors & Sectional Doors
• Automatic Swinging Doors
• Strip Doors, Traffic Doors
Serving Residential Needs With:
• Garage Doors, Automatic Openers
• Insulated Entry Door System
• Sliding Glass Doors
• Automatic Gate Openers
Overhead Door of Greenville, Inc.
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Clemson Coaches
The all-sports elite












UCLA 12 lh X 12 X 15 7'/2 16 14 X 9216
Texas X 4 X X X 18 12 11) 19 20 S3
SMU X 19 X X X 19 20 19 X X 77
Arkansas is 12 X 10 X 7 1 1 11 X X 75
Clemson 13 13 13 X X X X 12 16 X 67
Alabama X X X X X 16 L8 6 i 19 63
Arizona St. X 15 X X 6'/2 1 1 X X 17'/2 57 Vi
Oklahoma St X X X 2 19 X X X 20 15'/2 56'/2
Georgia X 17 X 17'/2 X X X 6 15 X 55 "2
Stanford X X X X X 17 X 20 X 15' 2 ->2':
Twenty points awarded for first place, 19 for second place, 18 for third place,
etc.
SECOND TEN: Houston 47Vfe, Ohio State 45, Indiana 44, Penn. State 44, USC
43, Michigan 38, Tennessee 38, Oklahoma 34%, Nebraska 33, Tex. El Paso 33.
THIRD TEN: Iowa State 31, N. Carolina 30, S. Ill.-Edwardsville 26V4, Oregon
26, Virginia 26, Auburn 25, Florida 25, Miami (Fla.) 25, N. C. State 25,
California 24.
For the fourth time in the last five years the Clemson all-
around sports program has been ranked in the top five in the
nation. The survey, conducted by the Knoxville Journal, takes
into account national rankings in selected sports. Women's
sports are not included in this poll, which has been in existence
since 1971.
This poll is a good index of the rise of Clemson athletics over
the years. The Tigers were first ranked in the survey in
1975-76 with a number-20 finish. In the 1978-79 Clemson
climbed to fourth, and in 1979-80 gained a number-three
ranking, the school's highest ever. Two years ago Clemson was
fourth and last year the Tigers picked up the number-five
rating.
This past year Clemson scored in five of the 10 sports
involved in the survey. The Clemson cross country, football
and soccer teams all finished eighth in the country, while the
men's tennis team was ninth. Bobby Robinson's golfers were
fifth to record the highest team ranking in a men's sport.
The women also did well as the women's cross country team
finished fifth, the women's indoor track team was 10th and
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Healthknit®says yes to Kodel.
Good sports for winter sports— Healthknit thermals, in sizes to keep the whole family warm.
Choose from colorful, fashionable solids and prints, all styled in an easy-care
blend of Kodel polyester and cotton. When you want lasting freshness, just look for Kodel.
You'll find Healthknit thermal underwear at fine stores everywhere.
EASTMAN CHEMICAL PRODUCTS. INC.. a subsidiary of Eastman Kodak Company. 1133 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS. NEW YORK. N Y 10036
KODEL is Eastman's trademark for its polyester fiber Eastman does not make fabrics or consumer textile products and therefore makes no warranties with respect to such products
© 1983 Eastman Kodak Company
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A Broadcast Division of
WFBC AM • FM
More than 3,000,000 people, the entire population
of The State of South Carolina plus thousands in
neighboring states can hear Clemson football over
more than fifty local radio stations that make up the
Clemson Radio Network . . . Many of which also
carry the pre-game tailgate show, post game fifth




















































Pat Charleston snares one against Georgia.
The Tigers





























































































































Clemson Medical Staff (L-R) Dr. Jud Hair, Fred Hoover, Bert Henderson, Gary Nelson.
Tiger Rookies
Randy Anderson Kevin Brady Lawrence Brunson Reggie Burton Robbie Chapman
Graduate and student assistant coaches.
Back Row (L-R): Bill D'andrea, Joe Glenn, David Bounds and Vernie Anthony. Front Row (L-R): Willie Underwood, Steve Ryan, Carter Cardwell and Randy
Cheek.
Cheerleaders
Front Row (L-R): Arian Roberts, Kathy Anderson, Beth Cousins, Pat Hook, Sheryl Pitts, and Sherry Thrift Back Row (L-R): Bill Goudelock (Cannon Firer), Russell Ragan,
Jay Watson, John Mixson, George Davis (Head Cheerleader), Woody Binnieker, Johnny Peden, Rick Conte, and Randy Faile (Tiger),
Clemson Alma Mater
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness
Where the Tigers play;
Here the sons of dear old Clemson,
Reign supreme alway.
CHORUS
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tiger's roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
Words by A. C. Corcoran, 19




Tom Drake will let you know in a hurry he
likes to keep a low profile — but it's pretty
hard to do when you have a family of 10 and
you've been named the 1983 South Carolina
Family of the Year.
When his family won the award this sum-
mer, the Clemson University professor of
electrical and computer engineering was pro-
pelled into the spotlight. Now it seems any-
where he goes he runs the risk of being
recognized by total strangers.
"This summer when we went on vacation,
we hardly had time to get out of the car before
our 'neighbor' came running over. She'd seen
our picture in a newspaper and recognized
us," he says. "But then, I guess we were pretty
easy to recognize."
Any family of 10 draws attention, es-
pecially when the children come from differ-
ent racial backgrounds. Tom and his wife
Carolyn have two biological sons and six
adopted children — three of whom are
Korean and three who are biracial.
Running such a large family requires spe-
cial talents. Coordinating dance lessons, ball-
games and play practices with household
duties, school and Tom's work schedule is a
task most parents would find difficult — if not
impossible.
The Drakes handle it all in stride, but like
any family, they do run into some snags.
For example, little Denise was once left at
church. "She had been with us only a short
time, and I simply forgot her," Carolyn ex-
plains. Of course, the absence was discovered
immediately and Denise was retrieved.
Tom and Carolyn say their decision to
adopt was made for "purely selfish reasons." Tommy aids Betsy and Patricia in making
shell decorations. (CU News Photo)
The Drake family, from left are Tommy, Denise, Carolyn, Tom, Betsy, Patricia, Karen, Brian
and Steve. Kristin was not available for the photo. (CU News Photo)
Patricia and friend Roseanne look on as Kristin mixes a cake. (CU News Photo)
"We didn't decide to adopt simply to 'res-
cure' a child," she explains. "We love children
and wanted to expand our existing family, but
we also believed that more than two re-
productions of ourselves would be extrava-
gant."
"We had talked about adoption before we
were married and thought it was a good idea,
"
Tom adds. "However, we never planned on
eight children — I guess we simply got
hooked on adoption."
"Perhaps the most difficult part of expand-
ing the family unit this way was that the
children were not adopted in order of age,"
Carolyn says. "That made it a little harder for
each child to determine exactly where he or
she fit in."
The children have blossomed in the Drake
home. Betsy, the youngest, has changed from
a quiet, shy child to a charming little imp who
lets nothing get in her way when it comes to
keeping up with the others.
Each child has individual talents. Steve is a
computer fanatic, Kristin a regular in the
Clemson Youth Theatre and Brian an out-
standing athlete. However, Tom and Carolyn
point out their children are no more special
than the thousands of others available for
adoption.
The Drakes serve as co-chairmen of the
Pickens Council on Adoptable Children.
They also work with South Carolina Seed-
lings, a publication of photographs and bio-
graphical information about children waiting
to be adopted.
As South Carolina's family of the year, the
Drakes were honored at a special banquet at
the governor's mansion this summer.
The Drake family was chosen for the award
by a committee of representatives from the
state's Department of Parks, Recreation and
Tourism, the Department of Youth Services,
the Department of Agriculture, the Commis-
sion on Aging, the Department of Social Ser-




AMERICAN TEXTILE MANUFACTURERS INSTITUTE
IN URGING STUDENTS TO CONSIDER
AN EXCITING CAREER IN
Textiles
Whatever your major might be.
Textile Administration
If you want to work with people
If you want to work with numbers
If you want to work with computers
If you want to work with ideas
If you want to work with all of these
Textile Manufacturing
Provides jobs for people with degrees in engineering, liberal
arts, textile technology, business or chemistry. Jobs for people
with a high school diploma or with technical training.
Textile Marketing
and Merchandising
If you are the sort of person who knows what the consumer
wants and needs, can design products to meet the consumer
needs/desires and can make sure the products are available




If you are interested in developing innovative products and
manufacturing processes, designing or improving machinery




If you have an aptitude for languages, an interest in the big
world out there, are unusually adaptable to unusual situations




The industry needs people to help it protect the natural
environment, who are concerned with job safety and with energy
conservation.
' Compiled by ATMI
For complete information, write:
Clemson University North Carolina State University
School of Textiles School of Textiles
Clemson, SC Raleigh, NC
Georgia Institute of Technology
School of Textile Engineering
Atlanta, GA
This space donated by Textile Hall Corporation.









From 1896 to Glory
Lou Sahadi
• What it was like to play under coach John Heisman (1900-1903)
— how he changed the entire game when his teams took the field
• The previously untold stories of the most glorious victories of the
Clemson Tigers, and the ten greatest teams in Clemson history
• The first major work about Clemson football, Clemson fans, and
their stadium, "Death Valley"
The Clemson Tigers is the story of one of the greatest collegiate
football teams in history. The Tigers played their first game in 1 896,
and since then they have won more Atlantic Coast Conference games
( 1 06-58-4) than any other school. It was at Clemson that coach John
Heisman (for whom the trophy is named) first earned the sobriquet of
"genius." Then came other legendary coaches, such as Frank
Howard, and seasons like that of the unbeaten (12-0) 1981 team,
which clinched the national championship with a dramatic Orange
Bowl victory over Nebraska. This is a story about how football
traditions and rivalries are created, about the fanaticism of diehard
Clemson fans and the joys of football through the American South-
east.
Author Lou Sahadi is a well known New York sports writer and the
author of Winning Edge, Steelers, and Broncosl
192 pages 8%" x 11" $19.50
16 page color insert 140 b&w photos throughout
NOW AT YOUR FAVORITE BOOKSTORE, OR ORDER BY MAIL FOR














Every Naturally Fresh pressing, sauce and clip is made from only the freshest, natural ingredients so you can
taste the goodness mother nature created. Look for Naturally Fresh in the produce section of your grocery today
We're proud to be part of the Clemson Athletic Program, and we wish the coaching stall and players
all the best this year. Go get em Tigers!
IT TAKES A CLEMSOI
PROJECTS
B.C. & Kitty I nabinet (owners
of The Links Golf & Racquet
on your next visit to Myrtle
THE LINKS
Golf & Racquet Club
Discover The Links Golf & Racquet Club, an interval
vacation resort in the heart of the Carolina Lowcountry.
Each cedar-sided townhouse is nestled in a perfectly
landscaped setting overlooking the picturesque Pos-
sum Trot Golf Course, insuring your privacy without
excluding you from the fabulous Grand Strand.
AMENITIES: Heated pool • Clubhouse with exercise
rooms • Freshwater lake stocked for fishing
• Private cabana & parking
at nearby beach • On-site
tennis • 3 full baths • Wood
burning fireplace • Fully
furnished • Washer/dryer
• Whirlpool bath • Steam
sauna • Dishwasher
• Microwave • Cabana bar
Visit our reception center at
1 004 Highway 1 7 S., North
Myrtle Beach, SC.
UPON COMPLETION OF YOUR TOUR
YOU WILL RECEIVE A YEAR'S
MEMBERSHIP IN IPTAY COMPLIMENTS
OF THE BEACH HOUSE & THE LINKS
46
N MAN TO DEVELOP
LIKE THESE!
& developers) invite you to take a discovery tour




Discover The Beach House Golf & Racquet Club, an
interval vacation resort overlooking the spectacular
Atlantic Ocean. Towering above the Strand in Myrtle
Beach's exclusive north end, The Beach House is ac-
cessible and convenient to all points.
AMENITIES: Oceanfront balcony • Free tennis at the
Myrtle Beach Racquet Club
• Fully furnished • Phones
• Recreation facilities
• Golf privilages • Meeting
rooms • Elevator • Jacuzzi
• Sailboats • Microwave
• Gas grills • Covered &
heated pool • Planned
activities
Visit The Beach House Golf &
Racquet Club at
6800 North Ocean Blvd.,
Myrtle Beach, SC.
nDtiA'* ENJOY A FREE 3 DAY/2 NIGHT
r^ MINI-VACATION FOR QUALIFIED
COUPLES. CALL 1-800-922-0811
FOR RESERVATIONS!
QUALIFICATIONS To receive your free membership in IPTAY. you are required to be 25-60 years of age, gainfully employed, have a valid driver's license, if married must be accompanied by
spouse and have a combined income of $18,000 annually Limit one gift per family or group Families who have toured previously, local residents and campers ineligible
/incen
Would Sears have sold as much merchan-
dise without Roebuck? Would Huntley have
made it to the Nightly News without Brink-
ley? Would Laurel have been as funny with-
out Hardy? No is probably the answer to each
of the above queries.
Is Clemson a basketball title contender
without Raymond Jones and Vincent Hamil-
ton? Like each of the above questions the
answer is no, and like a Hardy-less comedy
team, a basketball team without Vincent
Hamilton and Raymond Jones is not a funny
situation.
This has been the problem plaguing the
Tiger basketball team over the past two sea-
sons as Bill Foster has had to meet a top 10
ranked schedule each of the past two seasons
without a full complement of players. In
1981-82 Jones missed the season with a broken
ankle, and last year, his close friend, guard
Vincent Hamilton broke his right wrist and
missed all but three games. In the last 59
Clemson contests Hamilton and Jones have
played together only five games.
"We have had our share of injuries and it
certainly threw us off course a bit," said Head
Coach Bill Foster, who suffered his first losing
season as a head coach in 1983 after 18 seasons
on the college circuit. "Not having Vincent
and Raymond playing together hurts because
they complement each other so nicely.
"We have come so close in so many games
over the past couple of seasons (Clemson has
lost 16 games by six points or less in the last
two years) and you have to feel in a lot of those
games one player would have made the dif-
ference. We lost to Virginia by two points
three times in the last two years, and you have
to think we could have taken a couple of those
with Raymond and Vincent both in the
lineup."
A look at past statistics gives testimony to
their importance in the Clemson program.
Hamilton led the ACC in field goal percent-
age in 1981-82 as he hit 58.6 percent from the
field. He was a second-team All-ACC choice
with a 15-point average, a scoring figure he
held until a broken wrist ended his 1982-83
season at the Great Alaska Shootout in No-
vember.
Jones started all 31 games a year ago after
missing the 1981-82 campaign. He led the
Tigers in scoring, rebounding and blocked
shots last season, as he connected for 11.5
points per game on Clemson's balanced team.
He was especially effective at season's end
and scored 27 points against North Carolina
in the ACC tournament to conclude the year
on an up-tick. The 6-8 forward-center, like
Hamilton, has been granted an extra year of
eligibility because of the past injury, and will
enter this season as a junior.
While Foster looks optimistically at the
thought of having Jones and Hamilton fully
healed and in the lineup night after night (as
he did in 1980-81 when Clemson won 20
By Tim Bourret
games) he can also smile at his roster of 10
returning lettermen from the 1982-83 season.
Foster went with a youth movement at
midseason and was pleasantly surprised by
the youngster's rally. Over the last 11 regular
season games Clemson actually outscored the
opposition, shot 50 percent from the field, 73
percent from the line and nearly upset North
Carolina (3 point loss) and Virginia (2 point
loss in overtime). The young group played
with consistency on offense, setting a Clemson
record for consecutive 80- point games ( 1 1 ), as
five players averaged in double figures during
the last third of the season.
"I was pleased with what I saw over the last
half of last year," said Foster. "We threw the
young guys to the lions and they never gave
up and never stopped fighting.
"I still feel those close losses to Virginia and
North Carolina are going to pay off down the
road. We had a balanced team a year ago and
everyone knew what it was like to contribute
and everyone knew what it was like to ride the
pine. It should motivate them for this season.
"
THE BACKCOURT
Clemson should be in great shape in the
backcourt in 1983-84 as long as the injury bug
does not find its way into Littlejohn Coliseum.
Last season Vincent Hamilton, Mike Eppley
and Marc Campbell missed 35 games collec-
tively due to injury, throwing the shooting
guard and point guard positions into turmoil.
Hamilton of course should be the leader of
the backcourt. He has played the wing guard
thoughout his career and has been one of
Clemson's most consistent players ever. He
has started 53 of the 62 games he has played in
and has scored in double figures in 40 of the
games. He has a 56 percent shooting mark for
his career from the field, the second best in
Clemson history.
Campbell, a senior who played point and
shooting guard in 1982-83, was the Clemson
Comeback Player-of-the-Year. After playing
only 13 minutes over the last nine games of
1981-82, Campbell became the second lead-
ing scorer on last year's club with a 9.1 aver-
age. He gained national attention with his
impressive three-point goal accomplishments
as he once hit 14 in a row from the distance
and finished ninth in the nation overall with a
50.7 figure on the home run shots.
Mike Eppley is another candidate for a
starting backcourt slot. He has, in fact, been
the starting point guard in 33 games over the
last two seasons. He has played in 42 of the 59
games during this time because of his com-
mitments with the football team and a knee
injury. Despite missing the time, Eppley has
already risen to the number-four position on
the all-time Clemson assist list.
Eppley, a 6-2 guard from Charlotte, NC, is
one of the most prized athletes in the country
He is also the starting quarterback on Clem-
son's football team, the onlv Division I basket-
ball-football starter in the NCAA. He also has
a 3.3 grade point average in the classroom and
is an academic All-America candidate for
both sports in 1983-84.
Warren Wallace is the fourth returning
lettermen who is considered a pure guard.
The sophomore who also hails from Charlotte,
NC, scored 7.5 points per game as a most-of-
the-time starter a year ago. He showed as
much talent at guard as any player in the
league at times, mostly because of his out-
standing leaping ability, but he does need to
improve his consistency level.
Three players might be considered hybrid
backcourt-frontcourt players, valuable play-
ers in Foster's style of play. Chris Michael,
Clarke Bynum and Glenn Corbit all figure to
see playing time at either big guard or small
forward.
Michael saw the most action of the three at
the major college level last year. The 6-5
Rutherfordton, NC native scored 7.5 points
per outing a year ago as he served as a starter
in both the frontcourt and backcourt. He was
a frontliner for 12 games, including each of
the last six.
Bynum has served as a starter at both for-
ward and guard throughout his career. One of
the finest frontcourt passers around when
Vincent Hamilton hopes to return to his
1981-82 form when he led the ACC in field
goal percentage.
Raymond Don't You?
playing that position, he is ranked in the top
10 in career assists at Clemson and has a fine
long-range jumper.
Corbit was one of the finest junior college
players in the nation last year at Anderson
JUCO. He averaged 24 points per game in
setting a single season scoring record at the
school that has produced such fine major col-
lege players as John Campbell and John
Toms. He was a third-team JUCO All-Ameri-
can a season ago.
THE FRONTCOURT
Five players who collectively started 70
games in only frontcourt positions return for
the 1983-84 season. Raymond Jones, David
Shaffer, Murray Jarman and Glen McCants
all served as starters at one time or another,
while Anthony Jenkins, one of Clemson's top
scorers at season's end, played in 25 games as a
reserve.
Jones is the leading returning scorer off last
year's club. He was the team's most valuable
player as he led Clemson in scoring and re-
bounding since the 10th game of the 1982-83
season. The Union, SC native was the only
player to start every game a year ago.
Shaffer started the season strong and
finished the year strong from his forward
position. The 6-7 son of a former Olympic
Gold Medalist (basketball), Shaffer was the
third leading scorer a year ago with a 9.1
average. He scored in double figures in five of
the first six games and three of the last four
contests. He had 13 double figure scoring
games overall and was second on the club in
rebounding.
Murray Jarman might have been the most
popular player on the Clemson team, popular
with the Clemson coeds because of his looks,
and popular with the rest of the Clemson male
fanatics because of his leaping ability. He
tallied 18 points against Ralph Sampson and
Virginia then came back with the same total
against Sam Perkins and North Carolina. Jar-
man started the season slow by scoring only 58
points in the first 19 games, he then tallied 143
points over the last 11 to finish with a 7.5
scoring figure. He led Clemson in field goal
percentage for the season with a .523 figure.
Glen McCants started five games at mid-
season and performed well for a rookie. In
only his third career start, he had to face
Ralph Sampson and Virginia and held the 7-4
center to only four points and six rebounds in
30 minutes of play.
Anthony Jenkins is the only returning pure
frontcourt player who did not start a game last
year, but it certainly is not an indication of his
talent level. Jenkins was Clemson's best offen-
sive player over the last six games of the
season as he averaged 18 points per outing,
including a Clemson season high 30-point
effort in the Tigers' win over Duke. He also
shot 59 percent from the field and 100 percent
from the line (19-19) in the stretch.
Three rookies will help the Tigers this sea-
son. Ed Bleynat is a 6-10 freshman from Val-
dese, NC who red-shirted last season at the
center position. He scored 19.5 points per
game in his senior year of high school. Harvey
and Horace Grant, Clemson's first twin
brother combination in basketball, are the
other two big men. The 6-8 brothers scored
over 15 points per game each last year for
Hancock Central High School in Sparta, GA.
Born on Independence Day, 1965, the Grant
































































ATHLETES IN ACTION 7 30 PM
(Rock Hill, SC)
IPTAY TOURNAMENT 7 00 PM
(Clemson, Marquette,
Wagner, Air Force) 9 00 PM
IPTAY TOURNAMENT 7 00 PM
9 00 PM
FURMAN 7 30 PM
SOUTH CAROLINA" 8 00 PM
THE CITADEL 7 30 PM
at Vanderbilt 8 30 PM
BAYLOR 7 30 PM
at UNLV f9:30 PM
Marshall (Nl) f600 PM
ST. FRANCIS (NY) 7 30 PM
N C STATE" 9 00 PM
GEORGIA TECH" 7 30 PM
BAPTIST 7 30 PM
at Maryland" 9 00 PM
VIRGINIA" 2:00 PM
at Georgia Tech 7 30 PM
DUKE" 5 00 PM
North Carolina (N2) 7:30 PM
WAKE FOREST" 5 00 PM
at N C. State" 9 00 PM
at South Carolina" 8:00 PM
Wake Forest (N2) 7:30 PM
MARYLAND 1:30 PM
at Virginia" 8 00 PM
NORTH CAROLINA" 4 00 PM
at Duke 7 30 PM
CAMPBELL 2 00 PM
ACC Tournament" (N2) TBA
Sun)
Denotes TV Games, f Pacific Standard Time
Nl at Las Vegas, NV; N2 at Greensboro, NC
Raymond Jones was Clemson's MVP last year.
Tigers
NO NAME POS HGT WGT CL EXP
89 ALLEY, KENDALL WR 6-0
North Rowan HS. Larry Thompson, Salisbury, NC
182 Gr 2VL
1 1 ANDERSON, RANDY QB
Broome HS. Dalton Rivers, Cowpens, SC
6-5 185 1 i HS
1 ARRINGTON, VANDELL CB
E E- Smith HS, Roy McNeill, Norfolk, VA
6-0 185 Sr. 2VL
70 BAILEY, RICK DT
Eau Gaille HS, Larry Canaday. Melbourne, FL
6-5 270 Jr 1VL
76 BERLIN, STEVE DT
Bethel Park HS, Bob King, Bethel Park, PA
6-5 242 So. SQ
38 BETHEA, FITZHUGH WR
Dillon HS, Paul Chapman, Dillon, SC
5-9 170 Sr. SQ
3 BOYER, SHELTON WR
West Charlotte HS, Bruce Hardin. Charlotte, NC
6-2 185 Fr RS
2 BRADY, KEVIN QB
Douglass HS, Charles Brannon, Clarkson, GA
5-11 185 Fr HS
9 BROWN, KEN DE
Hart County HS, Don Elam. Hartwell, GA
6-2 190 Jr 2VL
72 BROWN, RAY DT
East Rome HS, Jerry Sharp, Rome, GA
6-4 250 Sr. 3VL
47 BROWN, ROY DE
Myrtle Beach HS, Doug Shaw. Myrtle Beach. SC
6-1 202 Sr. 3VL
11 BROWNING, SEBO DB
Lithonia HS, Phil Knight. Lithonia, GA
5-11 184 Fr. RS
8 BULLARD, WILBUR TB
Scotland HS. Mike Dubis, Laurel Hill, NC
5-11 180 St SQ
98 BURTON, RICHARD LB
Lake View HS, Bill Pate, Simpsonville, SC




Ware Shoals HS, Tommy Davis, Ware Shoals, SC
6-0 180 Jr 1VL
10 CHARLESTON, PAT WR 6-0
East Rowen HS. C M Yates, Granite Quarry. NC
170 Fr. RS
61 CHEATHAM, ANDY OG
Pebblebrook HS, Bud O'Hara, Mableton, GA
6-4 250 Jr 1VL
26 CHILDERS, TIM SS
Gaffney HS. Bob Carlton, Gaffney, SC
6-1 185 Sr. 2VL
79 CLAYTON, DAVID OT
Brynes HS, Jimmy Corne, Lyman. SC
6-4 275 So. SQ
19 CRAWFORD, CRAIG DE
Pine Forest HS, Gary Welter, Spring Lake, NC
6-2 210 So. SQ
54 CRUCE, JEFF OT
Columbia HS, Bobby Simmons, Lake City, FL
6-7 250 Ji 1VL
32 DANFORTH, KENNY SS
Aiken HS. Eddie Buck, Aiken, SC
6-1 190 So. SQ
24 DAVIS, BILLY FS
Mt Vernon HS, Bruce Patrick, Alexandria, VA
6-4 195 Sr. 3VL
37 DAVIS, TYRONE CB
Cedar Shoals HS. John Waters, Athens, GA
6-1 185 Jr 1VL
94 DEVANE, WILLIAM MG
Jacksonville HS. Ray Durham, Jacksonville, NC
6-2 275 Sr. 3VL
20 DONALDSON, RICHARD FS
Byrd HS. Bob Sanders, Fayetteville. NC
5-10 173 Jr 1VL
21 DRIVER, STACEY TB
Griffin HS, Lloyd Bohannon, Griffin, GA
5-10 175 So. 1VL
81 DUNN, K. D. TE
Gordon HS. Randy Smith, Decatur, GA
6-3 215 Jr 2VL
64 ELLIS, JOE OT
Toms River HS, Robert Fiocco, Toms River, NJ
6-4 249 J> 1VL
14 EPPLEY, MIKE QB
Harding HS, Bruce Hardin, Charlotte, NC
6-2 185 Jr 1VL
60 FARR, JAMES OG
Thomson HS, Bill Reese, Thomson, GA
6-4 240 Sr, 3VL
33 FLAGLER, TERRENCE TB




48 FLOWERS, KENNY TB 6-0
Spruce Creek HS, Terry Manfredi, Daytona Beach, FL
200 Fr. RS
95 GEMAS, KEVIN LB
Plymouth HS, Jim Beaver, Plymouth, WI
6-1 215 Jr SQ
1
1
GRIFFIN, STEVE TB 5-10
S Mecklenburg HS. James Seacord. Charlotte, NC
178 So. 1VL
35 HALL, DELTON CB
Grimsley HS, Dick Knox, Greensboro, NC
6-1 170 Fr. HS
5 HATCHER, DALE P
Cheraw HS, Burney Bourne, Cheraw, SC
6-2 195 Jr 2VL
75 HERMAN, DEAN OT
J J Kelly HS, Al Stecker. Wise, VA
6-6 260 So. SQ
16 HENIFORD, TODD QB
Loris HS, Allen McNeill, Loris, SC
6-2 207 So. HS
40 HOLLOMAN, BO FS
Myrtle Beach HS, Doug Shaw, Myrtle Beach, SC
6-] 175 Fr HS
46 HOLLOMAN, DUKE FB
Myrtle Beach HS, Doug Shaw, Myrtle Beach, SC
6-2 205 Jr SQ
78 HUDSON, ALEX OT
Spartanburg HS, Bill Can
.
Spartanburg, SC
6-5 265 Sr. 2VL
IS IQWEBUIKE, DONALD PK
Immaculate Conception HS, Anambra, Nigeria
5-9 172 Jr 2VL
INAMfc rUS HGT WGT CL EXP
59 INGLE, REID OT
Calhoun HS, Bobby Hoppe, Calhoun, GA
6-6 260 Jr. 1VL
22 ISAACS, MIKE SS
Pickens HS, Bill Isaacs, Pickens, SC
5-11 180 |r IV
96 JANSEN, JOHN DE
Heritage HS, Danny Blue, Conyers, GA
6-5 235 Fr HS
92 JOLLAY, MIKE LB
Shamrock HS. John Wells, Tucker, GA
6-2 215 Fr RS
82 KLUTZ, QUINTIN DE
Brown HS, Bob Boswell, Kannapolis, NC
6-4 215 Fr. HS
51 LYTTON, JEFF C
Moeller HS, Gerry Faust, Blue Ash. OH
6-3 245 So. SO
84 McLAMB, ASHLEY TE 6-3
N Myrtle Beach HS, Harold Dunlap. Little River, SC
230 So. IV
28 McSWAIN, ROD CB
Chase HS, John Keeter, Caroleen, NC
6-2 190 Sr. 3VL
27 MACK. KEVIN FB 6-1
Kings Mountain HS, Dan Brooks, Kings Mountain, NC
197 Sr. 3VL
12 MACK, TERENCE DE
Winnsboro HS, Ken Atkerson, Winnsboro, SC
6-3 200 Fr. RS
69 MANN, WES OG 6-5
Robert E Lee HS, Corky Rogers, Jacksonville, FL
260 So. TR
87 MILTON, ELDRIDGE LB 6-3
Charlton County HS, David Stepson. Folkston, GA
220 So. 1VL
53 NIX, ERIC C
T. L. Hanna HS, Jim Fraser, Anderson, SC
6-2 242 Fr, HS
17 PARETE, ANTHONY QB
Bishop Kenny HS, Mike Healy, Jacksonville, FL
6-0 190 Jr. 1VL
7 PARKER, JEFF QB
Gordo HS, Walton Tucker, Gordo, AL
6-3 180 So. so
6 PAULLING, BOB PK




91 PERRY, MICHAEL MG
South Aiken HS, Gary Smaller, Aiken, SC
6-2 265 Fr HS
66 PERRY, WILLIAM MG
Aiken HS, Eddie Buck, Aiken, SC
6-3 320 Jr 2VL
97 PHILLIPS, JOHN LB
Mitchell HS, Rusty Coggins, Spruce Pine, NC
6-5 225 Fr HS
42 PICKETT, EDGAR DE 6-3
Central Davidson HS, Les Herrin. Lexington, NC
230 Sr. 3VL
29 PLEASANT, REGGIE CB
Furman HS, James Gist. Pinewood, SC
5-10 175 Jr. 1VL
36 QUICK, RODNEY FB 6-3
N Charleston HS, Jack Bunch. N Charleston, SC
210 Fr. RS
63 REESE, STEVE OG
Thomson HS, Bill Reese, Thomson, GA
6-3 250 So. 1VL
56 RICHARDSON, CHUCKIE LB
Thomasville HS, Allen Brown. Thomasville, GA
6-3 225 Jr 2VL
99 RIGGS, JIM TE
Scotland HS, Mike Dubis, Laurinburg, NC
6-5 235 Fr RS
83 ROBINSON, JAMES DT
St. Johns HS, Robert Biggerstaff, Charleston, SC
6-5 275 Sr. 3VL
15 ROULHAC, TERRANCE WR




71 SANFORD, CHUCK DT
Enka HS, Danny Shook, Chandler, NC
6-5 240 Fr. RS
67 SCOTT, JIM DT
Mt Vernon HS, Bruce Patrick, Alexandria, VA
6-4 250 Sr. 3VL
77 SEASE, JODY DT
Salem HS, Wallace Thompson, Salem, VA
6-3 240 So. JV
80 SETZEKORN, KENNY DE
Sprayberry HS. John Paty, Kennesaw, GA
6-5 220 Fr. HS
65 STEPHENS, TONY DL
Walterboro HS, Gyles Hall, Walterboro, SC
6-3 265 Fr. HS
23 SUTTLE, JEFF SS
Lafayette HS, Bobby Chappell, Lafayette, GA
6-1 190 Sr. 3VL
58 SWING, DALE C




68 TURLINGTON, NEAL OT
Sanford HS, Len Maness, Fayetteville, NC
6-4 260 Fr. HS
13 VARN, GUY FS
Fork Union HS, Red Pulliam, Martinsville, VA
6-0 175 Sr. SQ
55 WALLS, HENRY LB




73 WATSON, JOHN OG
Bamberg HS, Leon Maxwell, Bamberg. SC
6-4 253 So. SQ
31 WATSON, RONALD FS
Jefferson HS, Jim Stoudimire, Jefferson, GA
5-11 175 Jr 2VL
88 WELLS, JEFF DE
East Rome HS, Jerry Sharp, Rome, GA
6-4 230 Jr 2VL
34 WILLIAMS, BRAXTON FB
Dudley HS, J, A. McKee. Greensboro, NC
6-2 220 Sr. 1VL
57 WILLIAMS, KEITH LB
St Matthews HS, Otis Culclasure, Swansea, SC
6-4 220 Fr. RS
39 WILLIAMS, PERRY CB
Adairsville HS, Danny Wiseman, Adairsville. GA
6-2 200 Fr. RS
45 WILLIAMS, RAY WR
Reid Ross HS, John Doskal. Fayetteville, NC
5-9 175 Fr. RS
50 WILLIAMS, SCOTT C
Baylor HS. Red Eller. Hixon, TN
6-4 225 |r 2VL
Vince Perone's























Beautiful self-service cafes featuring homemade soups,
salads, pastas, burgers, daily specials,
desserts and much more.
CALL ANY VINCE PERONE RESTAURANT
TO ORDER YOUR BOX LUNCHES!
COCA-COLA,AN 01
Partofthe Olympic 1
WHEN CLEMSON HAS THE BALL
CLEMSON OFFENSE
14 MIKE EPPLEY QB
48 KENNY FLOWERS TB
27 KEVIN MACK FB
45 RAY WILLIAMS FLK
3 SHELTON BOYER SE
81 K. D. DUNN TE
64 JOE ELLIS RT
63 STEVE REESE RG
59 REID INGLE LT
60 JAMES FARR LG
58 DALE SWING C
6 BOB PAULLING PK
N. C, STATE DEFENSE
38 FRANK BUSH OLB
75 BARRY AMATUCCI T
72 TODD BLACKWELL MG
90 RAYMOND PHILLIPS T
48 MARK FRANKLIN OLB
54 ANDY HENDEL ILB
33 VAUGHAN JOHNSON ILB
30 NAT BROWN CB
21 NELSON JONES CB
26 DON WILSON SS
11 DWAYNE GREENE FS
1 Yandel] Arlington CB 33
2 Kevin Bradv QB 34
3 Shelton Bover WR 35
5 Dale Hatcher P 37
6 Bob Paulling PK 35
7 Jeff Parker QB 39
5 Wilbur Bullard WR 40
9 Ken Brown DE 41
10 Pat Charleston WR 42
1 1 Randy Anderson QB 44
12 Terence Mad DE 45
13 Guv Yarn FS 46
14 Mile Eppley QB 47
15 Terrance Roulhac . WR 48
16 Todd Hemford QB 49
17 Anthony Parete QB 50
1<> Donald Igwebuike PK 51
19 Richard Butler WR 33
20 Richard Donaldson FS 54
21 Stacev Driver .. TB 55
22 Mike Isaacs SS 56
23 Jeff Suttle SS 57
24 Billv Davis FS 56
26 Tim Childers SS 59
27 Kevin Mack FB 60
26 Rod McSwain CB 61
29 Reggie Pleasant CB 63
31 Ronald Watson FS 64

































































THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMP
c 1983 The Coca-Cola Company
Coca-Cola and Cote are registered trade-marks
of The Coca-Cola Company
WHEN N. C. STATE HAS THE BALL
N. C. STATE OFFENSE
19 phil brothers se
55 a. v. richards st
56 greg steele sg
52 dean shavilk c
76 steve saulnier tg
71 joe milinichik tt
45 jeff brown te
7 tim esposito qb
44 vince evans fb
43 joe Mcintosh tb
6 chris cook fl
CLEMSON DEFENSE
42 EDGAR PICKETT LE
83 JAMES ROBINSON LT
94 WILLIAM DEVANE MG
72 RAY BROWN RT
12 TERENCE MACK RE
55 HENRY WALLS SLB
87 ELDRIDGE MILTON WLB
37 TY DAVIS LC
28 ROD McSWAIN RC
26 TIM CHILDERS SS
31 RONALD WATSON FS
5 DALE HATCHER P
1 Jeff Bvrd DB
3 Ken Lonev DB
4 Bruce Porter QB
6 Ken Dickens RB
7 Tim Esposito QB
8 Moe Ruffin DB
9 Mike Cofer K
10 Bob Guidice QB
11 Dwayne Greene DB
12 Marc Roger QB
13 Chris Morhard DB
15 Mack Jones WR
16 Jeff Hoshor QB
17 Scott Wilson G
19 Phil Brothers SE
20 John McRorie DB
21 Nelson Jones DB
22 David Davis SE
24 Bobbv Crumpler FB
25 Joe Greene TB
26 Don Wilson DB
27 Keith Young DB
28 Marlon Archey DB
29 Ellis Williams LB/RB
30 Nat Brown DB
31 Larrv Dodd FB/LB
32 John Peterson FB
33 Vaughan Johnson . . ILB
34 Larmount Lawson TB
The Wolfpack
35 Lee Bailey DB
36 Chris Cook TB
37 Kevin Johnson DB
38 Frank Bush OLB
39 Scott Baldwin FB
40 Marty Martinussen . . . . P
41 Rickey Isom FB
42 Mike Miller TB
43 Joe Mcintosh TB
44 Vince Evans FB
45 Jeff Brown TE
46 Kelvin Crooms FB
48 Mark Franklin ILB
49 Greg Williams RB
50 Pat Teague ILB
52 Dean Shavlik C
53 Maurice Barnes ILB
54 Andy Hendel ILB
55 A V Richards OT
56 Greg Steele G
57 Martin Fitzgerald . . LB
58 Darrvl Harris OLB
59 Eric Kling OLB
61 Ron Kosor C
63 Mark Shaw T
64 Brian Bulluck OLB
66 Doug Hinson OLB
67 Larry Burnette T
68 Jeff Strum OL
69 Ricky Bunch T
70 David Rice C
71 Joe Milinichik T
72 Todd Blackwell DT
73 Bill Moxley G
74 Gregg Mathews DT
75 Barry Amatucci DT
76 Steve Saulnier G
77 Mitch Rushing MG
78 Allan Hartley OT
79 Paul Dailey T
80 Leslie Mercer ILB
81 Richard McArthur TE
82 Don Holder ILB
84 Ralph Britt TE
85 Johnnv Smith TE
86 Tim Foster TE
87 Greg Jackson ILB
88 Willie Walker DB
89 Albert Miller ILB
90 Raymond Phillips OLB
91 Reggie Singletarv DT
92 Anthony Hicks DT
94 Greg Parham P
95 Dillard Andrews MG
96 Bennv Pegram ... OLB
97 Charfes Flippin . MG
98 Lenny Schultz MG
99 Sandy Kea MG
\ OF ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA









RCA Digital Command Center Remote Control
Direct Video/Audio Inputs and Outputs with Stereo
Capability
Video Input Level Adjustment Controls
Rear Projection Screen with Improved Black Matrix
Big, Bright 45" diagonal Picture from Three 7"
Projection Tubes
Liquid-cooled Phosphors and Liquid-coupled Lenses
for Improved Brightness
Comb Filter Circuitry Clarifies and Sharpens Picture
Frequency Synthesis Tuning with 133-channel
Capability
Automatic Color Intensity Control
Unitized Solid State Chassis
2-channel/4-speaker Sound System
External Speaker Jacks for up to Two
Add-on Speakers
Separate Bass/Treble Controls
THE VJP900, A BRILLIANT HIGH-
TECH BREAKTHROUGH IN VCR
DESIGN.
Now RCAs best 1984 Video
Cassette Recorder is a compact
portable too! As a table model,
it is a single, well-integrated
system. Disconnect the VCR
from the tuner base and it
becomes a portable . . . capable
of going wherever you do.
"Modular Docking" makes it
easy to disconnect your system
with a wireless hook-up
between components. No need
to unhook a lot of tangled wires
in order to make your portable






virtually all VCR functions from
the comfort of your chair.
STEREO/RECORD PLAYBACK
CAPABILITY Dual audio jacks for




Designed for improved picture
quality. (Conventional VCR's use
2 to 4 heads).
UP TO 21 -DAY, 8-EVENT
ELECTRONIC PROGRAMMER
Record as many as 8 TV
programs, up to three weeks in
advance with automatic start/
stop timer.
3-WAY AC/DC CAPABILITY
Plays off AC current, 12 volt
automobile electrical system (DC







RCA WE'LL OPEN YOUR EYE:
AVAILABLE AT THESE PARTICIPATING DEALERS
Abbeville, SC
Capes Tire and Appliance
Anderson, SC






























Perteets T V Sales and Service
Clarkesville, GA
Woods Hardware and Furniture
Commerce, GA
Beck Tractor and Appliance







Ray's Radio and Television












Distributed by Southco Sales Corporation/Atlanta.
Wolfpack
NO NAME POS HGT WGT c
75 AMATUCCI BARRY DT 6-1 250 Sr.
Union HS, Union. NJ
95 ANDREWS, DILLARD MG 6-1 229 Tr
Broughton HS. Raleigh, NC
28 ARCHEY, MARION DB 5-8 171 So
Woodbri'dge Sr HS. Woodbridge, VA
35 BAILEY, LEE DB 5-9 191 IrJl.
West Iredell HS, Statesville, NC
77 BAKER, BARRIE T 6-3 268 Fr.
John Holmes HS, Edenton, NC
89 BANNISTER, DARRYL SE 5-7 160 Fr.
E. Forsyth HS, Winston-Salem, NC
53 BARNES, MAURICE ILB 6-1 198 So
H. D Woodson HS, Washington, DC
72 BLACKWELL, TODD DT 6-3 240 Sr
Reidsville HS, Reidsville, NC
84 BRITT, RALPH TE 6-3 208 Fr
E. E.' Smith HS, Mt Olive, NC
19 BROTHERS, PHIL SE 6-0 170 So.
Frank Cox HS, Virginia Beach, VA
45 BROWN, JEFF TE 6-0 212 So
Ravenna HS, Ravenna, OH
30 BROWN, NAT DB 6-0 190 Sr
Kecoughtan HS, Hampton, VA
64 BULLUCK, BRIAN OLB 6-3 228 Fr.
E. E Smith HS, Favetteville, NC
67 BURNETTE, LARRY T 6-3 250 So.
Garner HS, Raleigh, NC
38 BUSH, FRANK OLB 6-2 210 |rJ
Clark Central HS, Athens, GA
1 BYRD, JEFF DB 5-7 168 ItJ 1
Terrv Sanford HS, Favetteville, NC
70 CAHILL, BILL T 6-9 258 So
Bridgewater West HS, Raritan, NJ
56 CAPEL, GLENN OLB 6-0 191 Fr.
E- Montgomery HS, Candor, NC
9 COFER, MIKE K 6-1 192 So
C- C Day HS, Charlotte, NC
6 COOK, CHRIS FL 5-11 186 So.
N. Mecklenburg HS, Charlotte, NC
46 CROOMS, KELVIN FB 5-10 204 Fr
S. Mecklenburg HS, Charlotte, NC
24 CRUMPLER, BOBBY TB 6-0 188 Fr.
Hobbton HS, Newton Grove, NC
79 DAILEY, PAUL G 6-5 238 Fr
Newton Countv HS, Covington, GA
34 DODD, LARRY FB 6-1 204 Fr.
Millb'rook HS, Raleigh, NC
7 ESPOSITO, TIM OB 6-1 190 | rj 1
St. Anthony s HS, San Pedro, CA
44 EVANS, VINCE FB 5-11 207 So.
Pine Forest HS, Fayetteville, NC
57 FITZGERALD, MARTIN ILB 6-0 212 Kr
Pennridge HS, Sellersville, PA
97 FLIPPIN, CHARLES MG 6-1 241 |r
Graham HS, Graham, NC
56 FOSTER, TIM TE 6-1 224
Whetstone HS, Columbus, Ohio
48 FRANKLIN, MARK ILB 5-10 211 So.
Christiansburg HS, Christiansburg, VA
11 GREENE, DWAYNE DB 6-1 195 Ir
Broughton HS, Raleigh, NC
25 GREEN, JOE TB 6-0 198 So.
Warren County HS. Wise, NC
10 GUIDICE, BOB OB 6-1 193 [r
Phoenix JC, Phoenix, AR
5 HALL, DAN DB 6-0 181 Fr.
Ragsdale HS, Greensboro, NC
58 HARRIS, DARRYL OLB 6-0 208 Sr
N Mecklenburg HS, Charlotte, NC
54 HENDEL, ANDY ILB 6-0 225 Sr
Iron DeQuoit HS, Rochester, NY
92 HICKS, ANTHONY DT 6-4 253 So.
Northern Senior HS, Baltimore, MD
66 HINSON, DOUG OLB 6-3 234 Fr
Aynor HS, Galivant's Ferry, SC




31 HOLLODICK, KELLY K 5-9 158 So.
Cary Senior HS, Cary, NC
16 HOSHOR, JEFF OB 6-2 200 Sr
Liberty Union HS, Baltimore, OH
41 ISOM, RICKEY FB 6-0 212 So
John Harris HS, Harrisburg, PA
37 JOHNSON, KEVIN DB 6-2 181 Fr.
Lake Taylor HS, Norfork, VA
33 JOHNSON, VAUGHAN ILB 6-4 230 Sr.
W. Carteret HS. Morehead City, NC
4 JONES, MACK FL 5-10 171 Fr.
Page HS, Greensboro, NC
21 JONES, NELSON DB 6-1 181 Fr.
woodbury HS, Woodbury, NJ
99 KEA, SANDY DT 6-2 233 Fr.
Clinton HS, Clinton, NC
59 KLING, ERIC OLB 6-2 254 Fr.
Havelock HS. Havelock, NC
NO NAME POS HGT WGT CL
61 KOSOR, RON
Greensburg C. G, Ruffsdale, PA
C 6-2 254 So
3 LONEY, KEN DB 5-9 180 Jr
Churchland HS, Portsmouth, VA
20 LONG, DAYMOND
Mvers Park HS, Charlotte, NC
SE 5-10 156 So.
40 MARTINUSSEN, MARTY
Stafford Senior HS, Fredricksburg, VA
P 6-2 192 So
74 MATHEWS, GREG
Ravenna HS, Ravenna, OH





TE 6-3 220 Sr.
43 MeIN TOSH, JOE TB 5 I 186 Jr
Lexington HS, Lexington, NC
20 \ 4 T1 /~vn ¥ I
-1 T f~\T TXT
Mi-R( )RIL, |( )l l\ 1 )B 6-0 1 ST Jr
Sylva-Webster HS, Sylva, NC
80 MERCER, LESLIE
Rocky Mount Sr HS. Rocky Mount, NC
ILB ,vs 210 So
80 MERRITT, PAUL
Rocky Mount Sr. HS, Rocky Mount, NC
TE 6-3 204 Fr
71 MILINICHIK, JOE
Emmaus HS, Macungie, PA
T 6-5 275 So.
89 MILLER, ALBERT
R-S Central HS. Spindale. NC
ILB 5-10 219 So.
42 MILLER, MIKE
W, H Page HS, Greensboro, NC
TB 6-1 210 So
13 MORHARD, CHRIS
Newark Academy, Elizabeth City, NC
DB 5-11 183 Sr
73 MOXLEY, BILL G 6-2 252 J'
Maury HS. Norfolk, VA
94 PARHAM, GREG
Henderson HS, Etowah, NC
OLB 6-0 199 Sr
96 PEGRAM, BENNY
W, E. Guilford HS, Greensboro, NC
OLB 6-3 208 So
2d PERKINS, MARK
East Surry HS, Pilot Mountain, NC
K 5-11 168 So
32 PETERSON, JOHN
Goldsboro HS, Goldsboro, NC
FB 5-10 20') Sr
90 PHILLIPS, RAYMOND
N Mecklenburg HS. Huntersville, NC
OLB 6-3 227 So
15 PORTER, BRUCE QB 6-
1
185 Fr
Findlay HS, Findlay, OH
50 PURCELL, GUS
Scotland County HS, Lauringburg. NC
C 6-0 194 Fr
55 RICHARDS, A. V. T 6-4 27(1 Jr
Andrew Vance HS, Henderson, NC
62 RICE, DAVID
Richmond County HS, Hamlet, NC
C 5-9 205 So.
8 RUFFIN, MOE
Fork Union HS, Wilson. NC
DB 6-2 196 Fr.
77 RUSHING, MITCH
Peachtree HS, Greenville, SC
MG 6-1 224 Sr
76 SAULNIER, STEVE
Dickenson HS, Jersey City, NJ
G 6-1 248 Sr.
98 SCHULTZ, LENNY
James Madison HS, Vienna, VA
MG 6-1 223 Fr.
52 SHAVLIK, DEAN
Ravenscroft HS, Raleigh. NC
C 6-2 239 Sr
63 SHAW, MARK
Harnett Central HS, Lillington, NC
DT 6-6 245 So.
91 SINGLETARY, REGGIE
West Columbus HS, Whiteville. NC
DT 6-4 246 So.
36 SMALL, FRANK
Trinity Senior HS, Archdale, NC
ILB 5-11 207 Fr
78 SMITH, JOHNNY
R-S Central HS, Spindale, NC
(. 6-4 248 Fr
6 SMITH GOLDEN
Crest Senior HS, Shelby, NC
DB 6 1 198 So.
79 SPIREK, JOHN
West Springfield HS, Springfield, MA
DT 6-1 222 Kr
56 STEELE, GREG
Firestone HS. Akron, OH
G 6-3 255 Sr
32 STEVENS, FRANKIE
Central HS, High Point, NC
ILB 5-11 213 Fr
70 STEWART, BRYAN
East Forsyth HS, Winston-Salem, NC
MG 6-0 228 Fr.
68 STRUM, JEFF
Independence HS, Charlotte, NC
G 6-4 218 Fr,
50 TEAGUE, PAT
Sanderson HS, Raleigh, NC
ILB 6-1 212 Fr.
40 TEETER, LEE
Mooresville HS, Mooresville, NC
OLB 6-2 192 Fr
64 TEETER, WALTER
Mooresville HS, Mooresville, NC
T 6-2 226 Fr.
22 TURRIFF, GREG
Terry Sanford HS. Fayetteville. NC
DB 5-9 166 So.
59 WAGNER, SCOTT
Northwest Cabarr HS. Kannapolis, NC
G 6-1 233 Sr
88 WALKER, WILLIE
Westover HS, Fayetteville, NC
DB 5-10 178 Fr
28 WILLIAMS, ELLIS
Clarkton HS, Council, NC
FB 6-2 218 Fr
49 WILLIAMS, GREG
Seventy-First HS, Fayetteville, NC
SE 6-0 191 Fr
26 WILSON, DON
Cardoza HS, Washington, DC
DB 6-2 188 Sr
12 WILSON, SCOTT
Northfield-Mt. E HS, Amherst, MA
TE 6-8 244 Fr
52 WOODLIEF, MACK
Garner HS. Garner, NC
ILB 6-0 224 So
27 YOUNG, KEITH
S. Point sr. HS, oneluy, I\G








THIS ONE'S GOTTHE TOUCH.
The Cadillac touch. It's everywhere. You can feel it when you put
Cadillac's road-hugging Touring Suspension to the test. You can see it
. . . inside and out. From leather-faced front buckets with lumbar support
to a hand-buffed exterior finish. It's attention to detail, too.
Like push-button air. And aluminum alloy wheels. You've got to drive
this car . . . and experience the Cadillac touch. Cimarron '84.
BEST OF ALL . . . IT'SA CADILLAC.
Let's Get It Together. . . Buckle Up.
THE THIRD ANNUAL
TEXTILE BOWL
The Textile Bowl matches up two great universities in
the Carolinas, North Carolina State and Clemson. Each is
nationally recognized for outstanding athletics as well as
programs in textile education and training. The Carolina
textile industry is proud of both of these fine schools,
their faculty, their students and their alumni, many of
whom currently serve the industry in various management
capacities.
The industry is not only committed to higher education
in both states but also to a better way of life for its 334,000
employees and their families. The 1,794 plants in North
and South Carolina produce almost half of America's
textiles and provide good job opportunities and a promis-
ing future for today's young men and women.
The textile industry is also proud of its reputation as a
good Carolina citizen. Much needed tax dollars, grants to
the arts, hospitals, libraries and human service organiza-
tions as well as higher education are indicative of its
sense of corporate responsibility.
Textiles and the Carolinas . . . partners for better
products and a better way of life for everyone.
AMERICAN
^TEXTILES
^^^Quality People, Quality Products
AT HALFTIME
Joseph L Jennings, President,
South Carolina Textile Manufacturers
Association will present a $1,000
scholarship to the School of Textiles,
Clemson University.
Charles J. Dunn, Executive Vice
President, North Carolina Textile
Manufacturers Association will present
a $1 ,000 scholarship to the School of
Textiles, North Carolina State.
The Textile Bowl trophy was donated by Textile Hall Corporation
TEXTILE HALL CORPORATION
Serving the industry and the community since 1915
Textile Hall is proud to be the donor of the Textile Bowl, presented annually to the winner of the
Clemson-N.C. State Game.
1983/84 EVENTS MEETING ROOMS
HOLIDAY FAIR (December 1-3, 1983) Textile Hall has rooms available for sales
meetings, seminars, exhibits, large or small,
The BOAT SHOW (February 23-26, 1984) banquets, receptions. Come by to see the
variety of meeting rooms.
LIFESTYLES SOUTH (February 9-12, 1984)
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meyers/arnold Clemson fans for 80 years without a paws.
Chevrolet's mJULR
We're proud of our newest Most Valuable Performer-
the new Corvette. The sporting analysts of the
automotive world, the enthusiast magazines, are
pretty impressed with it, too. Car and Driver
magazine called it, "The most advanced production
car on the planet!'
That makes us feel pretty good at Chevrolet. Because
a lot of deep thinking and hard work went into creating
the new Corvette.
The dedication that went into Corvette is the same
dedication demonstrated by the athletes of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association. And since we know
what hard work is all about, we established the
Chevrolet Scholarship Program back in 1971. This
awards the Most Valuable Players in NCAA football
and basketball games with a donation to their respective
school's general scholarship fund.
To date, over 1,800 scholarships, totaling over 1.9
million dollars, have been donated to assist men and
women in furthering their educations.
At Chevrolet, we strive for excellence. That's
why we support the goals of the NCAA and
that's why we offer cars like our Most
Valuable Performer-the new Corvette. GM





At Robin's our name symbolizes a commitment to you. A dedication
to always provide you with considerable savings on a wide selection of
quality men's and ladies' clothing in today's styles.
All of us at Robin's are proud to give you this commitment and we
promise that every trip you make to Robin's will truly be a great
experience in clothing.
Ladies' clothing in Florence, Columbia and North Myrtle Beach only.
A Great Experience In Clothing






(803) 269-8730 - Telex 570-331-Box 202, Greenville, S.C., USA 29602
61
Willis Casey Tom Reed
Athletic Director Head Coach
N. C. State Facts
Location: Raleigh, NC 1982 Season's Record: 6-5
Enrollment: 22,795 Series Record vs. Clemson: 18-32-1
1982 Score vs. Clemson: 38-29, Clemson Colors: Red & White
Mascot: Wolf
Joe Mcintosh, tailback
Barry Amatucci Todd Blackwell Phil Brothers Jeff Brown Nat Brown


























































































































76 J. SMITH 67 BURNETTE 86 FOSTER
56 STEELE 55 RICHARDS 45 BROWN




































• ENGINEERED TEXTILE PRODUCTS
Warp Tying Accessories
Warp Tying Equipment and Parts
Mats and Matting
Machinery Mounting Pads & other type felts
• Race Plate Coverings
• Stop Motion Indicator Lights for Sulzer Weaving
Machines
• MACHINERY INSTALLATION &
REBUILDING
• Specializing in installing, rebuilding and style
changing on all types of Textile Machinery
• WARP TYING SPECIALISTS
• Provide on-the-job training, machine repair and




TEXTILE MARKETING CO., INC.
2120 Grove Road; P. O. Box 5664
Greenville, SC 29606
803/271-6350 or 295-3145
PHILCHEM offers a complete line of warp sizes for spun
yarns of natural fibers, synthetic fibers and blends of natural
and synthetic fibers. This includes the basic film formers and
chemical additives used with basic formulas.
PHILCHEM offers warp sizes for all continuous filament
yarns. This includes sizes for both flat and textured polyester
yarns.
With a complete line of sizing materials, PhilChem stands







GROUP . . .
the pioneer in Specialized Textile Personnel Consulting, now is one
of the leaders in Executive Search.
PERSONNEL CONSULTING
General Management and Manufacturing Management, Engineer-
ing, Administration, Data Processing, Financial and Accounting
Management for the Textile, Chemical, Fiber, Rubber, Pulp, Paper,
Energy, Packaging and Metal Industries.
EXECUTIVE SEARCH
At PHILLIPS, we conduct executive search assignments in Textiles,
Chemicals, Plastics, Packaging, Food and Beverage, Pharmaceuti-
cals, Banking, Pulp and Paper. Locating key management in
$25,000 to $200,000 salary ranges.
We will be pleased to provide references and welcome your inquiry.
ORGANIZATIONAL PLANNING










Many people think of a temporary service only in terms of finding a
replacement for an absent secretary.
Naturally Norrell can help you in these areas. But what we do
doesn't stop here. Take a look at the list below and get a better idea
of job categories we can fill.
And even if you don't see what you're looking for, give us a call















































































Clemson Memorial Stadium has undergone
all kinds of changes in recent years. The seat-
ing capacity of the stadium has grown by 70
percent since 1978, and lavish private boxes
circumscribe the stadium. A press box that
holds over 100 writers and another 100 broad-
casters and television employees is also a fine
addition that makes Memorial Stadium one of
the most modern facilities in the nation.
Next season, another change will be made,
but it will take place inside the press box and
will not be noticed by the common fan, nor
affect the structure of the arena. The change
will be a personnel adjustment as Norb
Goebel, Clemson s passing statistic tabulator
for the past 33 years will hang up his slide rule.
Goebel, a graduate of Colorado State, came
to Clemson in 1946 as an associate forester. He
was a great fan of Clemson and college foot-
ball in general from his days in graduate
school at Duke University. He attended all the
games his first five years in Tigertown and
secretly desired to become more involved in
the Saturday afternoon festivities. In 1951 he
got his break.
"I lived next door to Ed Osborne, who was
the sports information director then," said
Goebel reflectively. "He knew I loved foot-
ball and wanted to be involved. One day he
asked me if I wanted to work in the press box
at football games because one of his statisti-
cians was not going to be able to attend. The
first game I worked was the September 22
Presbyterian game, and Ed had me keep the
passing statistics. I have been doing it ever
since with the exception of a few games in
1975."
That is quite an attendance record and in
fact Norb worked the 150th game of his ca-
reer this year when Georgia Tech came to
town on September 24. All total he will have
worked 154 Clemson home games by the end
of the season.
Like anyone who has worked on a job for a
number of years, Goebel has developed a
system to keeping his stats and has a few "tools
of the trade . His best innovation is his foot-
ball slide rule, an instrument he developed
himself. "The slide rule was built by Levi
Smith, formerly of the Clemson woodshop,
and a good friend of mine," said Goebel. "He
built it just like an engineering slide rule, but
adapted it to a football field. It was also made
of black cherry wood to minimize scrinkage.
It really allows me to compute yardage on
passing interceptions and punting situations
much quicker. I don't have to compute any-
thing in my head. Many other statisticians
have been interested in it, but it doesn't pay to
patent it. There are only so many statisti-
cians."
While the slide rule has lasted through the
ages, Goebel has had to make a lot of adjust-
ments in his career. There have been many
rule changes and the task has gotten much
tougher as the years have gone along. "The
rules seem to change all the time on yardage.
For instance there was a time when any play
involving a clipping penalty was completely
wiped out. Now there are some situations.
Norb Goebel has been keeping Clemson and opponent passing statistics for 33 years.
The slide rule
depending on where the clip took place,
where you have to credit some yardage.
When you only do five games a year it is
tough to keep the changes in your mind."
The work in the press box can be challeng-
ing and it certainly is serious most of the time,
but there have been some light-hearted mo-
ments. "After Frank Howard's coaching ca-
reer he came into the press box to watch the
games. In his anxiety he used to call plays to
himself during a ball game, it was difficult for
him to get away from the game.
"Once during a real exciting game in 1970
he envisioned himself still coaching on the
field. As a play developed in the game, there
was a mixup in the backf ield and a bad loss by
Clemson. Without missing a beat, Frank stood
up in all seriousness, and to everyone's sur-
prise, yelled 'who in the H. . . called that
play'. Realizing he made a boo-boo, he sat
down quietly (there is never any cheering in
the press box) and he continued to coach
silently the rest of the game. Everyone kind of
chuckled to themselves."
There have been many entertaining mo-
ments in the press box in 33 years, but Goebel
also has some fond memories of events that
have taken place on the field. "I can t pick
between Steve Fuller and Tommy Kendrick
as far as my favorite quarterback is con-
cerned. They were both so exciting. Fuller's
teams were a lot more successful but he had
better players around him than Kendrick."
At 75 Norb Goebel will retire from the
Clemson press box after many years of loyal
service (only a heart attack the morning of a
game prevented him from missing three
games in 1975). After all these years, will he
miss viewing the game in the press box? "I am
looking forward to watching the games from
the stands next year. It will be fun to sit back,
relax and enjoy the game with my wife, tail-
gate right up until gametime, and really
watch the game. When you keep stats you
miss half the game. I never miss the Danny
Ford show on Sundays because that is the first
time I see many of the plays."
After 33 years and 154 games, Norb de-
serves to sit wherever he wants and savor the
finer pleasures of a football weekend.
7
INDUSTRIES
'Serving Your Energy Needs"
81 Plaza, Powdersville
Route 3 Piedmont, SC 29673 Phone 803/295-0090
THE CLEMSON TIGER PAW FLAG
<? FLY IT WITH PRIDE
What a great year for the
Clemson Tigers! And what
better way to celebrate the
Tigers' success than to
fly a 3' x5' Clemson Tiger
Paw Flag!
Order your flag today! The
Clemson Tiger Paw Flag is
also a great gift for your
Tiger friends and business
acquaintances.
The nylon flag is reinforced
and has strong metal
grommets for years of
proven wear.
For more information on
our CLEMSON Tiger
Flagpoles, please call or
write.
PLEASE SEND ME: CLEMSON Tiger Paw Flag(s).
I have enclosed my check* or money order for $32.25 (including postage,
and handling) for each flag.




*Make Check Payable To
P. 0. Box 3978




The Clemson Tiger Paw Boat
Flag is a great way to put some
"Paw Power" on your boat, car,
trailer or wherever you want to
show people that you support
the Tigers.
Designed with metal grommets,
the 12" x 18" nylon boat flag is
perfect for aluminum light
staffs, trailer ladders or car
antennas.
Don't Paws! Order Today!
To order your CLEMSON Tiger
Paw Boat Flag, send your check
or money order for $9.75
(including postage and handling)
for each flag.
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CBS Sports presents the pagentry, excitement
and historical rivalries of NCAA Football. The tradition
continues weekly on CBS Sports.






DOOM 5 copyright 1978 Custom Specialty Company
When Saying Nothing
Says it All
Suitable for framing in any
standard 18" x 24"or custom
frame, the visual impact of
"DOOM" is unparalleled. The
rich, vibrant colors will enhance
the decor of any room in your
home or office.
Distribution will be limited to
a total of 500 prints per year
and orders will be accepted
only during the months of
September through December.
Order your print of "DOOM"
today and order an extra copy
to give as a memorable gift to
the most deserving Clemson
fan you know. Only $9.95.
The perfect Christmas





P. O. BOX 1 1
1




Please send me copy(ies) of "DOOM" $9.95 each. Price includes
postage and handling. South Carolina and North Carolina residents add 4%
(40C) sales tax. (Sorry, no COD orders.) Order now tor Christmas.










Also Available at Mr. Knickerbockers













































36 by Jim Shirley vs. N.C. State, 1951
by Ray Yauger vs. Wake Forest, 1969
260 by Cliff Austin vs. Duke, 1982
30.4 (5-152) by Ken Moore vs The Citadel, 1954
140 by Mike O'Cain vs. N.C. State, 1976
48 by Tommy Kendrick vs. Florida State, 1970
25 by Tommy Kendrick vs. Florida State, 1970
323 by Thomas Ray vs. North Carolina, 1965
4 by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1947
.689 (20-29) by Homer Jordan vs. Maryland, 1981
53 by Tommy Kendrick vs. Florida State, 1970
374 by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1947
11 by Phil Rogers vs. North Carolina, 1965
163 by Jerry Butler vs. Georgia Tech, 1977
32.6 (7-161) by Jerry Butler vs. Georgia Tech, 1977
(7-161) by Perry Tuttle vs. Wake Forest, 1981
3 by Dreher Gaskin vs Auburn, 1953
13 By Marion Butler vs. Wake Forest, 1942
55.3 (3-166) by Dale Hatcher vs. Kentucky, 1982
504 by Banks McFadden vs Tulane, 1939
2 by Wingo Avery vs. The Citadel, 1954
10 by Shad Bryant vs. Furman, 1939
167 by Don Kelley (4 Ret) vs. Maryland, 1970
7 by John Shields vs. Alabama, 1969
160 by John Shields vs. Alabama, 1969
33 by Maxcy Welch vs. Newberry, 1930
5 by Maxcy Welch vs Newberry, 1930
5 by Maxcy Welch vs. Newberry, 1930
5 by Maxcy Welch vs Newberry, 1930
by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1947
9 by Tommy Chandler vs. Presbyterian, 1949
4 by Obed Ariri on four occasions
15 by Obed Ariri vs. Wake Forest, 1978 and 1980
24 by Jeff Davis vs. North Carolina, 1980
17 by Jeff Davis vs. North Carolina, 1980
17 by Jim Stuckey vs. Georgia, 1978
16 by Jack Cain vs. Maryland, 1980
5 by Steve Durham vs. Maryland, 1979
4 by Hollis Hall vs. Tulane, 1981
by Willie Underwood vs. Wake Forst, 1980
3 by Jim Stuckey vs. Wake Forest and
Maryland, 1979
by Steve Durham vs. Maryland, 1979
2 by Randy Scott vs. Duke, 1978
3 by Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest, 1965
100 by Don Kelley vs. Duke, 1970
Team Records
Most Rushes: 78 vs. Duke, 1979
Most Yards Rushing: 536 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Most TD's Rushing: 1 1 vs. Presbyterian, 1945
Most Passes Attempted: 48 vs. North Carolina, 1965; 48 vs. Florida State, 1970
Fewest Passes Attempted: vs. South Carolina, 1956
Most Passes Completed: 25 vs. Florida State, 1970
Fewest Passes Completed: vs. George Washington, 1938; Presbyterian,
1942; South Carolina, 1943-44-52-56; Fordham, 1952; VPI, 1956
Most Yards Passing: 354 vs. Duke, 1963
Fewest Yards Passing: — 1 vs. Maryland, 1956
Most Passes Had Intercepted: 7 vs. South Carolina, 1945
Most TD Passes: 4 vs. Auburn, 1947
Most Total Offense: 756 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Most Punts Returned. 11 vs. George Washington, 1941
Most Yards Returned: 167 vs. Maryland, 1970
Most Kickoff Returns: 10 vs. Georgia Tech, 1944
Most Yards Returned: 198 vs. Florida, 1952
Most First Downs Rushing: 27 vs. Presbyterian, 1957; 27 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Most First Downs Passing: 17 vs. North Carolina, 1965
Most Total First Downs: 35 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Fewest Total First Downs: 1 vs. South Carolina, 1943
Most Penalties: 14 vs.Furman, 1964, vs. Wake Forest, 1977; vs. Virginia, 1980
Most Yards Penalized: 180 vs Furman, 1964
Most Points Scored: 122 vs Guilford, 1901
Greatest Victory Margin: 122-0 vs. Guilford, 1901
Greatest Defeat Margin: 7-74 vs. Alabama, 1931
Interceptions: 6 vs. South Carolina, 1971
Intercept. Ret. Yds: 143 (4 Returns) vs Maryland, 1970
QB Sacks: 10 vs. Maryland, 1979
Pass Broken Up: 12 vs. Wake Forest, 1979
Tackles For Loss: 15 vs. Maryland, 1979
Pass Broken Up: 12 vs. Wake Forest, 1979
Tackles For Loss: 15 vs. Maryland, 1979
Fumble Recoveries: 6 vs. Duke, 1965
Cliff Austin set an all-time Clemson single game rushing record last year
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IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT I
Jim Patterson. Director — District I
P.O. Box 589
Clemson, S C 29633
Abbeville County
'Philip H Rosenberg, Chairman
William H Baxley, III
"V. Wendel Boggs
Charles B Murphy
* Don Southard, Jr
Anderson County









'Ralph F King, Jr
"James F Little
" Harrv Major
"Randall W Mc( lain





"Robert L McCord, Chairman






















"Charles E. Dalton, Chairman
William J Barnett
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IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT II
C Evans Putman
15 Quail Hill Drive
Greenville, S C 29607
Cherokee County
"John M Hamrick. Jr., Chairman
°W Ronald Barrett




"James R Sanders, Jr
Greenville County
°K M Watson, Chairman
"Bill Barbary
"Randall Bell
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Carl H Jones, III
°W E- Lindsav
John M Little, III
Donald B Murray
Chesterfield County
James C Stone, Chairman
Rhett Butler
John R Thomas
Dan R Tillman, Jr
William R Tillman
Patrick k White
Ray L. Wilson, Jr
Darlington County
William P Kennedy, Chairman
"Hubert C Baker
T James Bell, Jr
°J W Carter
Marion D Hawkins, Jr
Warren Jeffords
G J Lawhon, Jr
"William B McCown. III
Harr\ M McDonald








"Forest E Hughes, Jr.
Kershaw County
"J F Watson, Chairman
Kenneth W Carson
Tommie W James, Jr
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"Garrett J Mobley





"Carroll Green DesChamps, II. Chairman
W G. DesChamps, Jr
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Marlboro County
C, E. Calhoun, Chairman
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William E Gore, Jr
Ray C. Smith
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"S Lynn Campbell, Chairman
"William R Adkins
"David E Angel
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'W, T Jenkins, Jr
°F D Johnson
James H Owen, Jr
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"Ben R. Smith, Jr
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P O Box 487
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Howard G Dickinson, Jr . Chairman
°H M- Anderson




"W H Thornley, Chairman
Lawrence C McMillan
Beaufort County
"J Harry Tarrance, Chairman
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"Van Nov Thornhill, Chairman
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Colleton County
"James R White, III, Chairman
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"William F Speights, Chairman
Jerry F. Crews, Jr
David B Gohagan
Winston A Lawton
W'illiam S Ware, Sr.
Jasper County
Dale Ferguson, III, Chairman
Orangeburg County
"William B Bookhart, Jr., Chairman
David Copeland
Larry Dyar
'F Reeves Gressette, Jr
*W. C. Higginbotham, Jr
Edgar C McGee
Fletcher M Riley, Jr
J M Russell, Jr
"Jack G Vallentine. Ill
James C Williams, Jr
"Russell S Wolfe, II
W T Fort, Jr
Director, District VI
IPTAY ORGANIZATION - DISTRICT VI
W T Fort, Jr., Director — Distsrict VI
2730 Mohican Dr
Sumter, S C 29150
Clarendon County
Theodore B Gardner, Chairman
"Julius R Eadon. Ill






L B Hardaway, Jr.











"L. M Coleman, Jr.
"William L Coleman
Frank A Douglass, Jr












"Glenn A Cox, Chairman
Joe Thomas Branyon, Jr
Samuel M Harper
"H Edsel Hemingway, Jr





"R G Horton. Chairman










"R L Wilder. Jr
"R S Winfield
Marion County
"T C. Atkinson, III, Chairman




George G Poole, Jr.
Sumter County
Wyman L Morris. Chairman
T O Bowen, Jr.
John J Britton Jr
E. M DuBose
W T Fort, Jr
Williamsburg County
John J Snow, Chairman
°W. C Cottingham
W H Cox
Fred P Cuerrv, Jr
James M Kennedy





























"Edgar L Miller, Jr
Tom R Morris, Jr
W D Moss, Jr.
"Thomas G Roche, Jr



















John L Murray, Jr
Thomas E Peterson
Edwin S Presnell





Joseph W Turner, Jr
Eugene P Willimon, Jr
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Alvin J Hurt, Jr















Life Members and Honorary Members
Mark S. Avent
Bennettsville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Ray O'Brian Carter
Chapin, SC






Dr B. R. Ewing
Anderson, SC




Mrs. C. Guy Gunter #1
Greenville, SC
Mrs. C. Guy Gunter #2
Greenville, SC






B. C Inabinet, Jr.
Hopkins, SC
Mrs Donna Merck Jones
Shreveport, LA










In Memory of Jack R Miller by Philip
& Celeste Prince
New York, NY
Mrs. Lena A. Sloan
Clemson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Smith
Anderson, SC
Robert Lee Stowe, Jr.
Belmont, NC
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene P. Willimon
Clemson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Richard Wood
Ft. Worth, Tx
Mr. & Mrs. Harold E. Addis
Greenville, SC
George & Nancy Alley
Columbia, SC






T. C. Atkinson, III & Friend
Marion, SC
T. C. Atkinson, Jr.
Marion, SC






Y. C. Ballenger Electrical Contr.
Spartanburg, SC
Bankers Trust of SC
Greenwood, SC
AARO Rents Inc.-L. L. Bates, Jr.
Greenville, SC
Clarence B. Bauknight, Jr.
Greenville, SC


























Budweiser of Anderson #1
Columbia, SC
Mr & Mrs. Doyle C. Burton
Clemson, SC











J E. "Bo" Chinners, Jr.
Dallas, TX
Walnut Grove Auction Sales, Inc.
Roebuck, SC

























Mr. & Mrs. William T. Davidson, Jr.
Henrietta, NC








































Freeman, Wells & Major
Greenville, SC








Don E Golightly- Design Collaborative
Inc.
Columbia, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Neil S. Granger
Greenville, SC





















Isle of Palms, SC
Dr Jim Hellams
Pendleton, SC
Thomas 0. Morris, Jr.-Hemingway
Pharmacy
Hemingway, SC



















L. & M. L. Huckabee
Lyman, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Lachlan L. Hyatt
Spartanburg, SC
Imperial Die Casting Corp.
Pickens, SC
Dick Hendley-Industrial House-













In Memory of Ralph Jones By Morgan
Jones
Greenwood, SC
G. Tripp Jones MD/Anne B. Jones
Columbia, SC
R. Ligon King, Jr.
Greenville, SC
In Memory of E. C. (Red) Kneece By
Nita & Kathleen
Sumter, SC






Mrs. E. Oswald Lightsey
Hampton, SC
Mr, & Mrs. V. F Linder, Jr
Irmo, SC
"In Memory of Elbert L. Bailes"
West Union, SC








McCoy, Jack E McCoy
Greenville, SC








Ellison S. McKissick, Jr.
Greenville, SC
Thomas B. McTeer, Jr.
Columbia, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry A. Meehan
Anderson, SC








George M. "Mick" Morris
Greenville, SC
















Peeler Jersey Farms, Inc.
Gaffney, SC




PNUCOR - R. D. Benson & L |
Seitz
Charlotte, NC
Poinsett Construction Co., Inc.
Greenville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. David C. Poole
Greenville, SC


























Mrs. Davis 0. Smith
Columbia, SC




Southeastern Elec. Distrs., Inc.
Greenville, SC
Southern Distributors of Spartanburg
Inc
Spartanburg, SC















James A. Smith, Jr.
Anderson, SC
Mr & Mrs James C. Thompson
Charlotte, NC




In Honor of Mr. & Mrs. W. P (Pap!
Timmerman
Hartsville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Allen K. Trobaugh
Midland, TX
A. M. Tuck Inc. #1
Greenwood, SC
Dr. J. A. Turner, Jr.
Clemson, SC
















Benjamin F Whaley, Jr
West Columbia, SC










Bob Bond - Clemson IPTAY
Scholarship Endowment
Greenville, SC















William H. Baxlev III, DMD
Abbeville, SC
Mr & Mrs. Wm. C. DuPre
Abbeville, SC
Mr & Mrs. James B. Jones, Jr.
Abbeville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. T. C. Milford
Abbeville, SC
Herby Rosenberg & Family
Herbv Barber & Family
Abbeville, SC
Don & Wayne Southard/ Eddie






























E W. Clamp, E. W Jr., Doug &
Salley, SC







F. M. Young Co. Inc.
Fairfax, SC
ANDERSON





Steve Bryant/Phillip Bryant, Ruelle
Thompson
Anderson, SC












Dr & Mrs. E. P Ellis, Jr
Anderson, SC
First National Bank of SC
Anderson and Clemson Office
Anderson, SC






Drs. W. L Gaillard/L E. McGaha
Anderson, SC




John D. Jr./H. Agnew Hopkins
Anderson, SC
Dr. Chase P. Hunter
Anderson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Hugh N. Isbell
Anderson, SC
Dr. & Mrs. William R. Karpik
Anderson, SC










Two Starr/Iva Friends of Clemson
Anderson, SC
P. C Osteen, Jr
Anderson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Norman W Powell
Anderson, SC
In Memory of Fraz By Boh & Rita
Reeves
Anderson, SC
In Memory of Henry H. Carter By
Bob & Rita Reeves
Anderson, SC
Dr. Donald C. Roberts & Dr
Joseph C Yarbrough, Jr
Anderson, SC






Dr. Kenneth W Smith
Anderson, SC
T. Barney Smith Agency Inc
Anderson, SC








James C. Thompson, Jr.
Anderson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Stan Walters
Anderson, SC










Dr J Clayton Richardson & Dr
C. Eric Richardson
Belton, SC
Betty B. Ashley & Ken Black
Honea Path, SC










Mr. & Mrs Joseph B. Ridgeway
Honea Path, SC




Mr & Mrs Randv Fern
Pelzer, SC
R Dennv Cole, Jr.
Pendleton, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Walker






Dr. F. Marion Dwight
Bamberg, SC
BARNWELL
Allison & Patsv Grimes
Elko, SC
BEAUFORT
Mr. & Mrs. James S. Gibson, Jr.
Beaufort, SC







Dr Rhett B. Myers
Moncks Corner, SC
John H Curtis & Joe Stewart
Moncks Corner, SC
M W Umphlett Memorial By:


















Gary L. Beard & William H.








William A Grant, President
Tri-County Concrete Corp
Charleston, SC













Charles & Carol Shuler
Charleston, SC






Franklin R Welch Memorial




Phil & Marv Bradley
Johns Island, SC
E. M. Seabrook, Jr., E M Seabrook




0. & K C Shuler
Mount Pleasant, SC
Thomas E. Lynn & William H.
Gladden & Gary L Beard
Sullivans Island, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Christopher F Sutphin
Wadmalaw Island, SC
CHEROKEE
Dr. W. Ronald Barrett
Gaffney, SC






John M Hamrick, Jr.
Gaffney, SC
E Raymond Parker
c/o Gaffney Broadcasting Inc.
Gaffney, SC
Caroline, Jordan & Will Peeler
Gaffney, SC
Rusty Poole & David P Riggins
Gaffney, SC
CHESTER














A Friend from Chester
Chester, SC
























R B Pond-Bay Corner Farm
Darlington, SC

























& T. Neal Rogers
Fork, SC





















Mr & Mrs. Robert H Herlong
Johnston, SC





















Lane Craven & Malcolm H.
Craven
Florence, SC
In Memory of M E. DuBose III
Florence, SC





Mr & Mrs Cephus W, Long
Florence, SC
Drs. T. W & W E. Phillips
Florence, SC












Joe, Joey & Bobby Bostick
Pamplico, SC
Dr William L. Coleman
Pamplico, SC


















A H Lachicotte, Jr.
Pawleys Island, SC
William D Rigbv
Mr & Mrs G A.' Rigby
Pawleys Island, SC






























Mr. & Mrs. Frank B. Bamett
Greenville, SC
John P Batson, Jr.
Greenville, SC
John H. Beckroge, Jr
Greenville, SC



















































R. Jack Dill, Jr.
Greenville, SC























Ernest & Doris Grav
Greenville, SC















































V. B. Lippard, Jr
Greenville, SC
James H. Mack, Jr
Greenville, SC


























John F. Palmer & Melvin W
Bashor
Greenville, SC
Palmetto Loom Reed Co.
Greenville, SC
























Truman W. Shirley, Jr.
Greenville, SC
J.
E. Sirrine Co. f 1
Greenville, SC
J.
E. Sirrine Co. #2
Greenville, SC
J. E. Sirrine Co. #3
Greenville, SC
Sloan Construction Co. Inc. fl
Greenville, SC
Dr. Robert S. Small
Greenville, SC
J.
Frank & Joye R. Solas
Greenville, SC










James Carl & Virginia Summey
Greenville, SC























































Mr. & Mrs. Richard L. Watson/
Ashlev
Mauldin', SC
R. B. Whorton IV/A. B. Cross/
T. N. Lawson/J. L Walker
Mauldin, SC
Larry & Ronnie Avers
Piedmont, SC
Mr. & Mrs. John C Beresh &
Cindy (Anderson)
Piedmont, SC
"Blakely Dairy Farm, Inc."
Piedmont, SC








Charles W. Cook, Jr.
Simpsonville, SC





Thomas P Lane, Jr & Kenneth J
Hall
Simpsonville, SC
Allstate Food Brokers Inc.
Taylors, SC




Earle W, Sargent Memorial:
































Edward & Crystal Wilhoit
Travelers Rest, SC
GREENWOOD
Jack & Jean Burch
Greenwood, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Rhett Copeland
Radd & Erin
Greenwood, SC






Dearyl Lusk — A. Douglas Rhodes
Greenwood, SC







South Atlantic Constrs. Inc.
Greenwood, SC
A. M. Tuck Inc. #2
Greenwood, SC




Ninety Six Manufacturing Co.
Ninety Six, SC
George T. Abrams, Jr. & S.
Frederick
Ware Shoals, SC









































John P "Pat" Gore
Myrtle Beach, SC

















N. Myrtle Beach, SC





W. A. Greene/B H. Baum
Camden, SC
Tommie W. James, Jr
Camden, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Steve T. McLaughlin
Camden, SC







Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Cauthen
Heath Springs, SC
Mr. & Mrs Bobby English
Lancaster, SC
Mr. & Mrs. L. S. Stewman & Mr.
& Mrs. Duane Johnson
Lancaster, SC
LAURENS








Vaughn E. Bullard, D.D.S.
Laurens, SC
Mike D. Hellams Memorial
Laurens, SC
Palmetto Spinning Corp #2
Laurens, SC
























Cherokee Trail Veterinary Hosp.
Lexington, SC
Mr. & Mrs. R. W. Cowsert, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. M. E. Fletcher
Lexington, SC
Boyd & Carolyn Derrick





















Dr. & Mrs. D. W. Newton, Jr
West Columbia, SC
Wrenn Machine Tools Inc.
West Columbia, SC
MARION













Mrs. Helena W, Faulkner
McCormick, SC
NEWBERRY
Mrs. Clarence W, Senn it Dick M.
Vaughan, Jr.
Kinards, SC
Dr W L Mills
Prosperity, SC
OCONEE
Dr & Mrs. Stuart Clarkson, Jr. &
Dr. & Mrs. Larry S. Bowman
Richland, SC
Arthur E. Nowell, Jr.
Richland, SC
J.
H. Abrams/James H. Abrams,
Jr
Salem, SC




Thomas T. Ballenger/ Allen H.
Davis/Thomas C. Smith
Seneca, SC
Walter E. Dixon, Jr. & Robert A.
Ferguson, Jr.
Seneca, SC
W. Alvin Gainey/E. Dean Nelson
Seneca, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin
J. Hughes
Seneca, SC
Oconee Savings & Loan Asso.
Seneca, SC









James C. Williams, Jr.
Norway, SC
Dr. Harry B. Arant, Jr.
Orangeburg, SC
Dr Julius W. Babb III
Orangeburg, SC








































have the Right Parts
at the Right Price
with the Right Advice.























Carter/T. E. Garrison III/
E. E. Rhoden/L. S. Tompkins
Clemson, SC
Nancy & Jimmy Cook
Clemson, SC

























Mr. & Mrs. Eugene S Irwin
Clemson, SC
Steve & Connie Leslie
Clemson, SC




Mrs K. L. Moore
Clemson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. James V. Patterson
Clemson, SC






















Mr. & Mrs. Colonel H. Albertson
Easley, SC




W. Thomas Griffith, Jr.
Easley, SC







George B. (Bud) Nalley, Jr.
Easley, SC












Dr. Henry C. Martin
Liberty, SC
Agnes & Esco Ogan
Liberty, SC




Mr. & Mrs. Bird Garrett
Pickens, SC
John & Jan Sparks
Pickens, SC































Charles Edward Corley III, M.D.
Columbia, SC
Inza L. De Borde
Columbia, SC
Shelby
J. De Borde, Jr.
Columbia, SC
John E. & Jane R. Dennis
Columbia, SC








Mr. & Mrs. Donald R. Fugate
Columbia, SC
T. E. Grimes, Jr
Columbia, SC
James T. Hane, Jr.
Columbia, SC

























Budweiser of Anderson, SC
Columbia, SC
Pepsi Cola Bottling Co.
Columbia, SC
John, Margaret & Leslie Pitner
Columbia, SC


























Mrs. Frances L. Chappell
Hopkins, SC
Phillip C. Chappell, Jr.
Hopkins, SC
SALUDA




S & S Farm Supply
Ridge Spring, SC





Mr. & Mrs. Genghis I, Jolly
Chesnee, SC
Mrs. James V. Caggiano
Cowpens, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Johnson/Mr &
Mrs. Jimmv Johnson/Mr &
Mrs. Bill Da
Duncan, SC












Mr. & Mrs. Allen Walcher
Inman, SC






A. B. Bullington, Sr.
Roebuck, SC
A. B. Bullington, Jr.
Roebuck, SC









































































































































































Mr. & Mrs. Edwin L. Bates
Charlotte, NC




James E. Cornwell, Sr.
Charlotte, NC




Richard Newton Assoc. Inc.
Charlotte, NC








C. N. "Bud" Witherspoon
Charlotte, NC
















Grover Industries Inc. #2
Grover, NC




Dr Joe D. Glass, Jr., J. D. Glass III,
Sharon C & Mark P Glass
Hickory, NC
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis F. Wilson
Highlands, NC

















D R Parent/T. J Paxson
Raleigh, NC
James G McCants, Jr.
Rockingham, NC































































Ben A. Leppard, Jr.
Marietta, GA



























Frank & Mary Westbrook
Greeneville, TN








Dr. E. D. Conner/W. H. Conner
Homewood, AL








Mrs. Harry W, Smith
Kingsport, TN
Mr. & Mrs H E MeConnell, Jr.
Kingston, TN







John W. Holcomb Memorial
McClean, VA
Denise A. & David L. Blauch
Midlothian, VA






Mr. & Mrs. C. Dean Coleman, Jr
Spring, TX
Karl E. & S. Mark Hargett
Spring, TX










(In Memory of Mrs Frances G Boatwright
By)
Ralph N Boatwright
James H (Jay) Gully
Mr & Mrs James S Hunter
Thomas F Kicklighter
Littlejohn Memorial




Mr & Mrs James T Faulkner, Jr
Franklin D & Joyce B Hartsell
C L. Huggins
King/Hall
Mr & Mrs James L Lucas, Jr
William & Alice McNeil
Charles L Powell
Don H & Gail R Rowell
Lloyd E Sammons





Robert & Fern Bickley
Gerald & Mary Brown
In Memory of Gerald E Brown, Jr
L. J Coker
H C Coward & Son
Robert F Dansby
H D Dickert
Mr & Mrs. Steve C Ergle
A. G & G G Evans
Donald L & Paul Fulmer
George Funeral Home lnc
James K Gregory
Elbert Hines Hamilton
Hoyt W & Billie R Hamilton
John S & Charles R , Jr Hatcher
H Earle Holley. Jr
Mr & Mrs Boyd E Jacobs
Eugene H Kneece, Jr.
Joseph K Kneece
John G. Molony & William W Molonv
Palmetto Pool C,
A H Peters, Jr
CARD
Robert H Quattlebaum, Jr
Wayne Raiford
Rees Electric, Co , Inc.
George & Marjorie Seigler
Erskine T Shealy
James C Smith
j. E Stewart Bldrs , lnc
Alan M Tewkesbury III
Dr Charlie W Timmerman
James L Walpole
Dr. W. G Watson
H Odell Weeks. Jr
Mr & Mrs H Weeks, Sr
Francis M Wise, Sr.


















Dr Robert B Belk
Belton Industries, lnc
Better Beer & Wine
Mr & Mrs, Guy W Black
Boscobel Golf & Country Club
John E Boulware
William R Bridges
Mr & Mrs Ronnie L Brock
Mr & Mrs George Brothers





Jesse A Cobb, Jr
Howard M Corbett & Carlyle Poole
M J Crawford/Roland Drake
Ronnie E Crawford




Dr Claude F Dixon
Billy Joe Durham
George H Durham, Jr.
Mr & Mrs Harry L Ebernickle
Raymond Fleming
Dr' & Mrs Richard C. Fox





Dr M Ray Gillespie
Steve and Lillie Gilmer
Mr & Mrs. William H Gilmer & Freddie
Glen Rill Farms
Glenn Plumbing Co., Inc.
Mr & Mrs. Phil C Greeson
Claude T Griffin
Dr & Mrs. John L. Guy
Hardy Boys Food Shops
Harley-Davidson of Anderson
Mr & Mrs. Robert V Harrell
Hartrow Inc. — Malcolm Hare
Larry R Heaton
Sam & Paillette Henley
Robert Lee Hill







Andy & Lori Jarman
Wallace Jones




Mr & Mrs. James W Logan, Jr
Mrs C H. Lomas





Kenneth M Mattison & Christopher G.
Olson
McCall's Inc
Mr & Mrs Carl McClain
J H McDamel
Mr & Mrs. James H McFaddin. Jr
Mark Jackson Mizzell
Marion C. Nickles, Jr.
John H Owens, Jr /Marion Brooks
James O Parrott
Ray E & Floyd Patrick
Steve Pearoe
J Norman Phillips
Rick & Beth Phillips
Harold A Pickens & Sons, Inc
Piedmont Candy & Cigar Co
C Randolph McClure, Sr Memorial
Pizza Inn
Mrs A R, Ramseur
Pete J & Jim Stathakis
Charles L. Reid
James E Reid
Mrs James B. Rhinehardt, Jr
M J Richbourg
Dr Michael A. Rivera & Lamar
Roddy's Fried Chicken
James & Doris Rogers
Dr James M Ruff
Grady Sanders
Mr & Mrs E J Scarborough, Jr
Mr & Mrs Dennis B Simmons
James M Simpson
Singer Company Motor Products & Sewing
Machine Divisions
Charlie E Smith
Dr John Horton Smith
Mr & Mrs Robert W Smith
South General Const Co., Inc.
Arnie C Spencer
Walter Price Spires
Roger & Cher Stamey
Frank M Stevenson
Mr & Mrs Furman Stone, Sr
John C Strockman
Dr Edgar Talbert
Mrs John C Taylor III
Mr & Mrs Frederick J Terry
Virginia Graham Thompson
Tri County Battery Sales
Robert F Unser
In Memory of Marion Washington Class of
'44
Calvin R Waters
Eugene & Susan Weddington
Western Sizzlin Steak House
Whitaker-Simmons Chevrolet
David G Williams









Jack E , Sr & Jack E , Jr Turner
BARNWELL
Hugh Birt
Mr & Mrs David Craig
Ted W Craig
Yale J Garber
"A Friend From Williston"
Frederick D Mixon
Bob & Dot Sanders














Evagreen Christmas Tree Co
Paul S Gaston








John H Murphree, Jr
E J Murray
Dr Peter E Myers IV
David D Page, Jr.
Rabon A. Parker
William Pfaehlerjr
Nolan & Gerry Pontiff
Bill Russell
In Honor of Wilson G. Steen






C F Evans & Co.
D Gilmore Haigler & Sons
Eldon V. Haigler, Jr.
H B Hair
F Simons Hane, M D.
James M. Moss 111 & Son
CHARLESTON
John Q Adams, Jr. & John Q Adams III
Ashley River Animal Hospital
J Donald Austell/Linda S Adams




Peter D Dorn. Jr
John D Doscher, Jr
Philip Favaro
Rick Glover
Kenneth B Grace, Jr
Tony Alton Greenway
F. Gregorie & Son
Al Hitchcock
Dr John P Howard
Troy L Jennings






David M Murray, Jr.
Aaron A Nettles, Jr
Cecil Y & Jerry A Nunamaker
F Graham Payne
C. A. Prescott
Rogers & Brown Custom Brokers, Inc
Joseph D Thompson, Jr., M D
Mr & Mrs Thomas M Tobin
H E Tyler
Dewey B Welch, Jr
Bob, Jeannette, Anne & Gregg Weldon
Andreas Westergaard III
Douglas L Wilbanks






William E Campbell, Jr
Dr J M Carroll
Lawrence E Childers
Mr & Mrs Joe Baxter Clary
Donald S Elmore
Mr & Mrs W Joe McArthur
R B Sanders
James G Ness
Mr & Mrs Sam L Taylor & Sammy
(HESTER
Thomas E it Peggy Baker
Michael Bobo
Emmett W, Brunson
Terry & Sandra Darby
Steven Epps
Robert G Garrison, Jr.
Mr & Mrs S Wayne Goodyear





Mr. & Mrs. Stewart F. Melton
Mr & Mrs. S Tyson Melton
T. L Peek
J. B Pressley, Jr






James C , Jr & W Kirk Crawford
Mr it Mrs John R Thomas
CLARENDON
Dr Clarence E. Coker, Jr.
G Ray Coker









Mr & Mrs Paul L & Tim Beach
Larry Berrv/Dr Sam Hazel
W Walter Haynes, M D




Hubert C Baker, D.D S
Dr William R Blakeney
Dawkins Concrete Products Inc
A Family of Tigers Supporters
Dan M Howie
Jeffrey S Huggins
Dr Wm P Kennedy
William B McCown III
Bill M Reaves
J B Redfearn, Jr.
Andrew L Richardson








"In Memory of D.
J.
Knight Class of 22"
David Cottingham
W G Lynn
















Mr & Mrs Robert Calliham. Rita
Calliham
Mr & Mrs J W, Gilliam, Jr
Jack A Hamilton
Mr & Mrs James C Holmes
Mr. & Mrs L. D Holmes, Jr
Mr & Mrs John A Hughes
Mr & Mrs Kenneth L Kaltz
William A Morns
William H Rushton, Jr
Mr & Mrs G Milton Saggus, Jr
Catherine S Walsh
Gilbert & Kay Webber








W M Estes, Jr.
Barbara & Adrian Glenn
Warren R Herndon, Sr






Pigeon Granite Co. — J P. Brooks, J. P.
Brooks, Jr
John C Renwick, Jr








James R Coleman, Jr /James R Segars,
Jr /Danny J Wingard
Frank A Douglass, Jr
"Clyde S Bryce, Jr P E -Engineering
Consultants"
Tommy M Folk, Jr
Munford G Fuller
Richard W Galway/David E Lake
Godbold/Daughtry
Mrs John W Hamer
Laddie Green Hiller
Mr & Mrs William H. Johnson
James Earl Jordan
Robert M Jordan
Troy H Lamb Farms
John E Lunn
Gordon Keith McLeod
S. E Parker, Jr D D S.
Tara Poore
S A Rodgers, Jr
Edward D Tinsley III
R. A. Vaughan
Terry A Whitener





Mr & Mrs Charles W. Cagle
J C Elliott
H E Hemingway
Inlet Nursery & Garden Center
Robert C Kinross
Michael D Morris
Mr & Mrs W Farrel Owens
Arthur E. Thomas
Tiller Construction Co. Inc
Waccamaw Family Practice Assoc
Bruce D Wheeler















C. B Barksdale, Jr
George M Barrett
Mr & Mrs Harry G Batson
Harold Bell
John R. & Jean T. Bellack
Troy E. Bennett, Sr.
Tom C Berry
Charlie Bishop







Charles A. Bryan, Jr.
Peter H Bryan
Richard C Buchanan
Leslie M Burns, Jr





Carolina Sprinkler Co Inc §2
Carolina Sprinkler Co Inc #1
Mr & Mrs Churchill A Carter
Thomas Carter













Robert F Coble, Jr
Donald Jay Coggins
Commercial Air Cond Service
West Company/Hal West





John Thomas Coxey, Jr
Sam j Crain
J Hugh Crawley
Mr & Mrs Ralph Crawley
Howard Crenshaw
Daddv Rabbit, Butch & Masso
E Drake Curry, Jr
Custom Electric Co
Daley Engineering & Sales
Thomas Ray Darragh, Jr
Mrs Billy W Davis
Stephanie E Davis
Col Wm F. Davis (RET)
C. F Dawes





Charles B Duncan, Jr
Mr and Mrs Charles F Durham, Jr
Edward F Durham, Jr








Rodger I and Sallie H Eskew
Ethox Chemicals Inc
Fab-Tech Inc — William
J
Keith




First National Lease Corp
Foothills Delta P Inc
Mike Foster
Patrick Foster
James E Foster, Jr & E Cole Huckabee
Miss Larue H Fowler
W T Fraser, Jr
Francis W Freeman
Sid D Freeman





M L Garrett Construction Co.







Jennings L /Jennings L
, Jr /John/James
Graves
Mr & Mrs Steve B Gray, Mr & Mrs
Robert C Coates
Dr & Mrs David Greene
Jack & Patsy Greene
Greenville Industrial
Greer Asphalt Paving Inc
Jane H Greer
Dr Floyd F Criffin. Jr.
Joanne Griffin
Edward D Guy, Jr
Paul F Haigler, Jr
Frank E Hall
Marvin W Hambleton
Julia A & Robert E Hamilton
Robert A & Pamela T Hammock
Handee Mart Food Stores Inc.
James W. Hannah
John B Hardaway III
Mr & Mrs William R Hailing
J.
C Harmon
Mr & Mrs W F Harnesberger, Michael
& Andrea









Holder Electric Supply Inc
James & Rhonda Holtzclaw
W B Hopkins
Parker humphreys
Roy F Hunt. Jr
Ms Margaret Huskey
Lloyd Hutchins
Amos Hykes & Hassle Davis
Ideal Meter Service
Industrial Scrap Inc #1
Industrial Scrap Inc #2
Joe A Ivester
William S Ivester, Sr
Laurens I James
Dick and Judy Jenkins
Fred A Johnson
Michael K Johnson
Mr & Mrs William R Jolly, Jr
Bob Jones Co Inc
Clay C Jones III
Mrs Dorothy B Jones
Mr it Mrs Lee Jones
Karl H Kelly
Larry R Kendall
Mr & Mrs Lamar Kennedv
Warren T Kent
Mr & Mrs David K King
Tony King
James W Knox, Jr
B R LangJey, jr./W L. Brigham. Jr.
W S Langley
C L Langston
Julian M Langston, Jr
Hamld D Leatherman
Dr Terrell Leeke
Cecil Glenn Lester, Jr
Mr & Mrs. L. G. Lewis, Jr.
Charles R Lindsey
Bud & Sandy Long
Joseph R Lovin
Henry Lucius III
J Harold Mack — Architect
Mr & Mrs. Mike Magee
Mangum-Dillard Inc
L W Manheim III
Seabrook L. Marchant
Jerry N Marsh Builders Inc
Roy C. Martin
John T Mauldin
Bob Maxwell Builders Inc
Ralph C May. Jr
Mr & Mrs. George T McAmish
Edward O. McCameron, jr
Harold C McCarley, Jr
James T McCarter
W H McCrary
Rhett C McCraw, Jr M D
McDonald's Corp of Greenville
McDonald's Corp of Spartanburg
Dr James P. McNamara
Carl & Rachel Merritt
Buck Mickel
Grady Miller's Honda





Natn'l Starch & Chemical Corp
Ronald E Nesmith
Drs Newman & Batcheldor
Miss Lynn Nicholson
John P. Nickerson
Mr & Mrs. Charles R Niver
Col (RET) & Mrs. Paul T. Norris
Thomas K. Norris
Orders Tile & Dist Co. Inc
Harold Orr
Cody and Nina Owens
W D. Owens, Jr
William E. Pace
Russell Hunter Park
Douglas F Patrick & Robert G Hopkins
Phillip Patrick
L R "Choppy" Patterson
Wm E. & Louise T Patterson
Mr & Mrs Roger Peace & Justen
Joe D Pearson
Gene Phillips
S B Phillips Co.
Mr & Mrs Andrew H. Pioth
William M Pittendreigh
Charles B Pitts
Port Brokerage Co. §2
Port Brokerage Co. Inc.
Mr & Mrs. A L Powell. Jr.
Raymond E Putman
William M Putnam, Jr
Mr 4 Mrs. L M Ragsdale
Wm Timothy Haines
Don Reed & Associates
Mr & Mrs James L Reese
Fredric W. Reinhold, Jr.
Richards/Wilson
Mr & Mrs Charles E Ricker
Douglas D & Thomas M Riddle
Wilfred L Robertshaw
Mr & Mrs Tommy Robinson
David C Rogers
Rogers & Brown Custom Bkrs #2
Mr & Mrs J T Roper
LTC H Perry Rosamond, A R.
Harold A /Cheryl/Darryl Rowley
Earl & Carolyn Sammons
David R Schumpert, Jr
George W Sharpton
Miles & Betty Shaw







Simmons Machinery Co Inc.
W B Simmons & Co.
Mr & Mrs William H B Simpson
Sloan Construction Co. Inc. #2
J Michael Smart
Champ A Smith. Jr
Dee Smith Family
H W Smith & H W. Smith, Jr
William E Smith
South Carolina Bon Inc
Spartan Express Inc
James C Stein
William R Stoddard, Jr M D
William W Stover, Jr
Richard P Strawhorn
Heath L Strawn, Jr
Dr Edwin L. Stroud
Charles "Donald"' Styles
Suggs-Taylor Lunny & Belue Boyter





Robert R Tavlor & Jesse E Dates
Terry & Jean-Marie Taylor, Newell D.
Crawford, Jr.
John Russell Terry, jr.
Jerome C Thackston





J P Thompson, Jr
Jim Thompson
Jim Thrailkill & Dr Ben Thrailkill
Threatt-MJchael Const Co. Inc
Charles M, Timmons






Jim and Jackie Vaughn
Pat Waldrop
R H Walker
John & Sally Wallace
Mr & Mrs. William L Wallace
Mr & Mrs. David E. Watson
Ronald R. Watson
Mr & Mrs. Richard L, Watson & Ashley
#1
Mr fit Mrs Richard L. Watson & Ashley
#2







Mr & Mrs. Edward R. Williams
Mr & Mrs. W Larry Williams
"A Long Time Greenville Fan"
Willson Riggins Landscape Inc., Willson &
Linda
Robert M. & Mary S. Wilson
J Ed Winkler




Dr. F. E. Abell, Jr
Nick P Anagnost
Herbert Anderson, Jr Const Inc
Clarence L Beaudrot
Jerry & Myra Brown
C Browning
William E & D E Burnett
Mrs. Emma K. Camak
Ronald L Carlay/J B Nalley




Mr. & Mrs James Corley
Mr & Mrs George L. Crout
R B Culp, Jr.
Mr & Mrs John R Davis & Robbie
Floyd Demoss
G O Dorroh & G. M. Neel
Robert H Drinkard
Environmental Landscaping
G & P Trucking Co. Inc.
Coy Jefferson Gray
Greenwood Motor Lines Inc
John F Gregory. Jr
Francis E Grier











Mr & Mrs Lee F Lemere
Robert A Liner
James V Lowe
Mr & Mrs Bill Madden & Mr & Mrs
David Williams
Thomas Wade Malone





Eugene Wallace Roberts, Jr
J/B/G Rosenlund/M Ozburn
Mr & Mrs Benjamin E Smith
George F Smith, Jr
Southern Brick Co.
Richard & Dan Suggs
John, Betty & Johnnie Turner
John & Jennie Voiselle
Warner Water Works/Erwin & Gail
Warner
Alfred L White
Mark C Willard III
Jimmy & Judy Wilson & Leigh Ann/
Stephen/Britt & Amy
HAMPTON
Dr. Jerry Frank Crews, Jr
S. F. Crews, Jr




Winston A Lawton, Jr.
Mr & Mrs W H Mauldin
J.
D Rouse. Sr & Dr. Jacob D Rouse, Jr
Gerald Ulmer, Jr
HORRY
James W Barnette, Jr.
Marion T Bellamy
R Paul Benik, Jr











Amos G Green, Jr.
Donald W Helms
Oscar L. Hodge
Dr William S. Holliday
S F Horton
Dennis Neeley
H. E. Pearce, Jr.
Mr & Mrs Don Perry
G. Gerald Quickel




R. L. Wilder. Jr
KERSHAW
Kenneth W Carson, D D S.
John C Goodwin III









Cecil K. & Judy E Faile
Frank & Ann Ferguson
First Palmetto Co
Dr John R Howell, Jr
Lawrence Jones
Dennis Kirk/Jerry Hammond
Marion D Lever, Jr
Sonny Plyler/Fred Adams
Oscar S Porter III
Riverside Grocery
Grady P. Robinson/Craig P Robinson
W Carlton Thompson
Dr Richard Yeadon Wescoat




Drs B H & C Y Brown
Mr & Mrs R L. Cason




Mr & Mrs Wayne Kinard/Amy Lester
James A Knight, Jr
Albert Dial McAlister
Mr & Mrs. James H McClellan, Jr
Richard Wayne Raburn
Walter S Ramage
Ray A Riley, Jr.
Mrs Wilma Seward & Larry Seward





Don R McDaniel, Sr.
Wyman McDaniel
LEXINGTON
Mr & Mrs. H L Allen, Jr
Billy Amick
Dr Frank T Arnold, Jr
Dr & Mrs Barney C Austin
Helen C. Barrett
F U Black






Mr St Mrs. John C Cook




William Q Elliott. Jr
Mrs John L Frierson
Joe L & Judy A. Grey
Mr & Mrs William M Hamilton










Dr Richard L McDaniel
Buren & Chervl Mitchell
W. L. Monts, Jr.
Frank D Moore
Carl & Peggy Patterson









W Frank Rogers, Jr
James H Rozier, Jr
Mr & Mrs Clinton W Sease




Sox Well & Pump Co
Randy R. Stewart
Charles M Stuck
Harold B Swygert, Jr
Dr. William Carver Taibert, Jr
John F Taylor
Walter S Walker




Fritz N Johnson, M D
Leslie W. Levy












Gordon S. Leslie, Jr
"A Friend"'
Dr C B Lowman
Mrs. C B. Metts
Larry A Morris
Buddy Neel









David C Waldrop, Jr.
David C. Waldrop, Sr.
Powell E Way. Jr.










Harris Marine & R V. Inc.
Dr Frank A. Hoshall, Jr
K-Mac Service Inc.
Deryl C Keese & William C Keese
Lake Keowee Development Corp
John N Landreth, Sr.
Dr Harry B Mays
Clyde A Mcail
William T McClure, Jr
Mr & Mrs J Whit Miller
Sara & Edd Mize
Northwest Properties
Oconee Golf Shop
Wilson W & Laura Palmer
Ed Randall
Melissa & Dewey Rochester
Samaha Inc
Claude S. Simpson, Jr & Col Tom
Maertens
Lake Keowee Development Corp /Richard
Ford
Bill Steele
Thrift Brothers Lumber Co
ORANGEBURG
E R Bair, Jr
George L Binnicker, Jr
William B Bookhart. Jr & Sons
Kenneth Buck
Mrs Starr C Busbee
W. A. Cartwnght, Jr
W W Dukes. Jr
H D Folk
Fort Sumter Petroleum Co Inc — Leland
M Bradshaw
Maynard D Funchess
Garrick Bros Farms Inc
Mr & Mrs G Martin Gilchrist
Cray & Gray Farms




Dr Drayton L Nance, Jr
Dr & Mrs William O'Quinn
Mr & Mrs D C Osterhoudt
Julian A Ott
J M Russell, Jr
Short Stop Food Store
Ted Shuler
Brenda and Joe Smith
Jack G Vallentine III
W, E. Verdery
Lewis W. Way. Jr./T Williamson
Leon West
Alton Whitley & Sons
G Laverne Williams
PICKENS
Mr & Mrs Ragnar E Anderson
Mr & Mrs. Joseph D Bagwell/T K.
Stewart
Benson L. Bagwell, DMD
Jerry F Beck
Robert L Bishop
Dr & Mrs Lloyd H Blanton
C. S Boland, D D S
J L Brady
Ray A Bryan
Mr & Mrs Neil E Byerley
W J Byrum
The Catos/Lewis, Julia, Lew, Pam




Mr & Mrs T J Coleman
Malcolm E Corbett
Walter T Cox
J Redmond Coyle & Nicholas Fletcher III
Mr & Mrs Roy S Dalton
Tony & Allen Day
Ernest 0. Defore
Roy M. Dill, Jr
Dixie Egg Farms Inc
Dr & Mrs. William P Dubose III
Duckett Funeral Home
Attn: Mr Alton B Cumbie III
Mr & Mrs. Fred H. Duncan
Barry S. Durham









Tom and Penny Goebel
William D Goodell/Preston T Garrett, Jr
Ralph V Gossett
Dr William J Goudelock









David T & Janet Hogsed
James A. Holcombe, Jr
Jimmy R Holliday
Coach Frank J Howard





R Frank Kolb II
John W Laine
Johnny L & Ann Lee
Mr & Mrs Sammy D Little
R Bam Lowery
Col Edward R Maddox
Hershel M & Barry H Maddox
C. V. Marchbanks, Jr
J
Leland Martin
Mr & Mrs Roy Medlin
Hueston J Merck/Boyce D Whitman
Mr & Mrs L Paul Miller
Wayne Mitchell
NC Furniture Warehouse





Harold A Pickens & Sons Inc
Joseph Piekutowski




Tommy L Reid Familv




Shealv, Smith & Welborn, P A.
Sam W Sheriff
Dr B. R Skelton
G Neil Smith
Michael G/W Grover Smith/Spencer
Stegal)
Smith's Heating & Air Conditioning Inc
David L. Sparks
Mr & Mrs Mark S. Stokes
Frank M Terlizzi /Wayne Glenn
Carl E- Watkins Insurance
Robert A. Watson
Elmer & Helen Whitlock
Butch Womack
Henry Yonce & Charles Yonce
Larry E & Judy H Yonce
RICHLAND
S. Paul Aaron
Dr M D Alexander, Jr.
B P Barber & Associates Inc.
Mr & Mrs. J M Bell
Mr & Mrs J Dennis Bolt
Ronald K & Steven W. Boyd
Mr & Mrs Jerry A, Brannon
W L. "Bucidy** Broome
Budweiser of Anderson #2
Chatham Steel Corp.
Kenneth L Childs
Dr Robert M. Clark
Continental Forest Industries — J R Lally
Ernie & Sara Cooper
Billy E. Crumpton
Ralph B Cureton, Jr
Judge Michael R Davis
Reid Dempsey
Francis S Dunn
Dr Raymond C Elam/Dr Walter B
Gregg
Dr George H. Fann
Lewis W Felkel, Jr
First National Bank of S C
First National Bank of S. C. #2
E Thomas Fulmer
Wilder & Christine Funk
Mr & Mrs Larry O. Gamble
William N Geiger, Jr.
Giant Portland Cement Co
GMK Inc
GKM Inc
H Buford Goff, Jr
W, L. Harrington, Jr.
Robert T Haselden, Jr
Col George B Herndon
Mr. & Mrs Michael E. Herndon
Charles E Hill
H M Hodges, Jr. Memorial
David G Jeter
Harry J Johnson
Johnny T Johnson & Assoc. Inc
William A Johnson, MD
A Carrol Josey
Robert H. Kennedy
Mr & Mrs J J Kirby, Jr
Oliver S. Kolb
M. D (Sonny) Mabe
Gary
J
Matthews/James C Altman, Jr.
George G Matthews, Jr.




Mr & Mrs James T McKinnon
David & Ruth McLellan
Timothy P McLellan & Billy Fellers
Lawrence G Midkiff, Jr
W L. Monts, Sr.
Thomas C Moss, Jr
William M Ogbum
Owen Steel Co Inc
Jim Pooser
F. M Reeves/K. L. Rice
Seaman Electric Supply Inc
S Bruce Seawright
Dalton Sheppard, Jr
James H Shirer, Jr
George Z Siokos
L W. Smith, Jr. Trust
Lawrence Steedly/David Gardner/Oscar
L Derrick
C Leroye Stokes Family
Mr & Mrs H T Thompson, Jr & H T
Thompson III
Mr & Mrs Charlie E Till
Col A J Tothacer & Jay Tothacer
Mr & Mrs Walter A Tuten. Jr
Jerry W, Vaughn
Joe Ben Weeks
Dr. John A. Wells, Jr
William B Wells
Gene E Williams







Frances S. & John W, Hare
James R. Herlong, Sr. & James R. Herlong,
Jr.
Joe P. Herlong
Mr. & Mrs J William Jay
Mr. & Mrs John Allan Long
Bruce Rushton
Shore Livestock Co
George S & Joe Todd
Wheeler Tire Service
SPARTANBURG





Mr & Mrs Horace S Berry
Eber J Blackwood
J J Blake
Mr & Mrs Louie W Blanton
Sue Boone
Mr & Mrs. H G Brock
C & S National Bank
Chapman Grading & Concrete
P B Chappell
Mr & Mrs E. N Church
Clarkson Brothers, Inc
Brad Clary
Pimco Chemical & Supply Co
James Rudolph Cox II
Mr. & Mrs. Donald R Crowder
William P. Dawkins
Douglas Pest Control Inc.
Timothy M. Drake
Mr & Mrs. Harlev W Easier
J P. Faris
John Few
T D. Fulmer, Jr
Dave & Terrie Garren
Lawrence O. Goldstein
C. E Gray
Max & Rita Gregory
Hall Inc
Mr & Mrs. Wilbur K Hammett
Robert G Hammond
Dewey L Hanna, Jr
Joe A Harris Inc
David W Hill
Industrial Building Maintenance
Insulfab Plastics Inc — Mr W C Moore
Helen D Johnson
Kirkland S Johnston & John B Johnston
Miss Margaret Lee
J W. Lewis IH
Allen Lundy
Maintaineers Ltd
W M. Manning. Jr
Larry Medley
Mr & Mrs Tim Miller, Jr




Mr. & Mrs Hughes C Pennington




John F Renfro, Jr
E Lea Salter
Henry B Senn
R H. Shelton III





Spartan Food Systems, Inc
Spartan Security Inc.
D H. Stansell Co. Inc.
Jack M Steinberg, CL.U & Dr. Harold R
Rubel
Barry K Stisser
Dr David K Stokes, Jr
Sulzer Bros. Inc
W Roy Swancy
Mr & Mrs Jerry E Taylor
James R Thomason




Attn Johnny M Wade
Gloria H. Walker
White's Exxon Station
Woman's Clinic/Dr James Johnson
SUMTER
A D
. Jr & Joe Allbritton
John J Britton. Jr
"A Friend of Clemson"
E M. Dubose




The National Bank of S. C.
John A Riley, David Strange & Ricky
Weathersbee





William T Howell, Sr.




Dr. & Mrs David H Brown
Wendell Brown, Atty
Dr W C Cottingham
Mr. & Mrs Earl Floyd





Joseph P Watson/John Harrison
Eric Wilson & Wayne Wilson
Tara and Scarlett Wilson
YORK
V A. Ballard
Mrs John K Benfield, Jr
Randall E Bouthillon
Mr William J Brooks
P M Campbell
Delano B Covington
Dr & Mrs Charles H. Crawford, Jr







Mr & Mrs Jeffery T. Haire
Martin B
, Jr., M Brian III & Edmund F
Hall
Patterson N Harvey
Haselden & Owen/Mountain View
Industries Inc.
E E. Herlong, Jr
Lewis W Hicks
Mr & Mrs Marvin Hyatt
Jennings/Walker
Melvin L Kelly, Jr
W Bennett Kirkpatrick
David C Leslie, Jr.
Woodrow W Littlefieid. Jr
Stephen S McCrorev
Claud H & Calvin B Morrow
Robert W. Neal
Dr. Floyd L Parrish
Mr & Mrs Harrv B Partlow. Jr.
J M Peek
C A Pelletier. Jr




William R. Pursley, Jr.
Jackson McCarter Quinn
Dr. J E. Reinhardt, Jr.
G. P., Jr. & Susan Roberts
Baxter Simpson, Jr
Ben R Smith, Jr.
B. Craig Thomas
G G Thomas, Sr , G G Thomas, Jr., John
L. Neely
John N , Jr & J Norman Warren
York County National Gas Authority





Mrs J Garner Bagnal
Mr & Mrs Brian D Barksdale
William E Bates
Mr & Mrs Marion B Beason
John C Boesch, Jr
James E Brennan
Kenneth L Brewton, Jr
Mrs H Paul Bridges
Ed & Barber Brinkley







Wilson C Childers III
Christian Harward Furniture Co




Dr & Mrs Samuel T Drake
Brenda & Tom Dukes
John Duncan
E Robert Eckley Ill/Howard D.
Williamson, Jr.
Thomas J Edmonds
Mr & Mrs William H. Elam
Carrol & Pat Epting




Dr Joe B Godfrey
W. S. Gordon, Jr
'
Farnum M. Gray
Mr & Mrs Robert E. Greene
Charles R Gregory
Mr & Mrs William D. Griffin
Steve C Griffith, Jr.
Lloyd G Gurley
Robert A Hammett
Charles R Harper, Jr.
Mrs Darcy D Harris, Jr.
James R Hendricks, Jr.
E Guy Hendrix
Mr. & Mrs. W M. Hobson
Jeffrey and Stephanie Holland
H L. Hoover
Samuel Reid Horton, Jr.
Stanley P Hunnicutt
Mr & Mrs Terry A. Hunt









W. F Krickhan, Jr /Bill Krickhan
Alan W Kuester




James H McMillan, M D.
Mr & Mrs John H McNeely








William C. Powell, Sr
Noel. L. Price
Hugh D Putnam, Sr
Henry L Richbourg





Dr Fred G Shealy, Jr
John W Sherard
Mr & Mrs Delmar W Shirley
Fred & Connie Silver
Dr Bruce Allen Simmons
Donald F. Sink
C. Carl Smith
Col Fred L Sparks, Jr
Guy P Stanley
Toby Stansell
Mr. & Mrs Mack C. Stewart, Jr.






Michael R Vehorn/D G. Mahon III
W, T. Vick
Donald W Way, Sr
Dr T. G Westmoreland
Robert S. Whitener
J. S. Whiteside & Co. Inc.









J. C. (Doc) Bradham
C & K Machine & Die Inc
John L Campbell
Larry/ Lolli/Micki Clark
A J & Nona Coleman
William W Cooper, Jr.




Dr J R Edwards/Larry Sweat
Danny L Erskine/Don W Cooley
William F Evans, Jr
Mr & Mrs. Howard Farmer, Jr
Clyde Gardner
Mr & Mrs Michael G. Gasque
Mr & Mrs. Francis J George
Earle & Camellia Greene
M. D Hicklin
Thomas M Hilderbrand
Mr & Mrs. H Richard Hiller. jr.
Neely McFadden Hollis
Frank L Holroyd, Jr
Howard E Hord
Wearon Huckaby
F A Jeffries, Jr.
Mr & Mrs Allan Johnson
Darrell E Jones
Jim & Nancy Kay
H Michael Kaylor


























Steven Gibson Smith/David C Black/
Kirby Johnson
Scott Steele
Mr & Mrs Frank B Sullivan
John A Todd
Joseph L Waldrep
Steve & Kathy Waldrup
Dr Michael A Watts
David B & Jo Ann Whelpley
Donald White Thomas White
M Lamar Young




Col James E Blessing
J C Brown
Mr & Mrs Robert Cantrell
Sonny Cassady
Col James Walker Clark
Wayne M Coward
Michael F Dawes
T C. Dykes/P Bleckley
Ford F Farabow. Jr
John D Galloway. U S N . Ret
Jimmy K. Gerrald
Richard H Gettys, Jr
Thomas P Grimball, Jr
James R Hambright/G. L. Wood
Paul M Harmon
Landrum Hazel Henderson, Jr







Dr Robert C McDaniel







John Milton Pulsifer IV
Roland Lee Rayburn
The Rust Engineering Company
Dawn V & David A Sapp
Helen & Ben K Sharp
John C Sharpe




Sam E Smith/Richard F Odom
Walton G Snow














If you're in the textile or paper industry, Chemsize
can help your business. An integral part of the
manufacturing process in the textile and
paper industry is chemicals and Chemsize
manufactures and supplies this important
ingredient. And all this is based on another
key word: PERFORMANCE. Performance
is what counts and Chemsize products
perform. Because of our success in
helping textile and paper plants solve
problems, Chemsize has become
one of the fastest growing specialty
chemical companies in the Southeast.
In addition to supplying chemicals to
manufacturers, Chemsize makes
products to the customer's specifications.
So, if you're in the textile or paper
industry, remember these two words.
Chemsize and performance.
Visit our new plant!
CIKfflSIZC
incorporated
P.O. BOX 810 • TRAVELERS REST, SC 29690
TELEPHONE: (803) 834-8003























private diningrooms at the
Clemson House.
So the next timeyour








custom carpet service, inc.
Creating rugs ofdisctinctionfor the Southeast
Add a personal touch to your decor with a custom
designed area rug combining your choice of colors.
• Carpet & vinyl sales
& installation
• Binding & fringing
area rugs
• Fringe dyed to match
carpet
• Carpet & Upholstery
cleaning
Kings Rd.




To the automobile dealers shown and
listed on this page who have donated
cars to the Athletic Department (or use
in travel by members of the staff.
— Clemson Athletic Department
George Ballentine Bob Peeler George Coleman, Jr
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury, Inc Carolina Leasing, Inc George Coleman Motors
Greenwood Anderson Travelers Rest
Our most sincere appreciation also goes to Jim
Benson of Benson Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge,
Inc., Greer; Danny Edwards of Edwards Auto
Sales, Walhalla; and J. Henry Sitton of Sitton
Buick, Greenville, who also donated cars to the
Athletic Department but are not shown.
Louie Williamson Joe Canady D E Mosteller Edsel Hemingway Mac Snyder Al Smith
Fairway Ford, Inc John Foster Motors Guy Motor Company Hemingway Motor Co., Inc. Leroy Cannon Motors Judson T. Minyard, Inc
Greenville Easley Anderson Andrews Greenville < n-rm 1 1 It
Ben Satcher Wesley Snyder Jim Guthrie Jack Tinsley Claude Thompson Forrest Hughes
Ben Satcher Ford Co , Inc Snyder's Auto Sales Superior Motors, Inc Tinsley-Crane Chevrolet Welborn-Thompson Chevrolet Winnsboro Motor Sales Co., Inc
Lexington Greenville Orangeburg Pickens Honea Path Winnsboro
Bob Bennett Frank Mims Lynn Cooper Randolph Hayes L M "June" Coleman Mike Taylor
Bob Bennett Ford Century Lincoln-Mercury Lynn Cooper, Inc Ralph Hayes Motors Coleman Chevrolet-Olds. Inc Twin City Motor Co., Inc
Columbia Greenville Clinton Anderson Lake City Batesburg
SUBARU. OFFICIAL US. SPORTS CAR.
When it comes to American athletes,
Subaru offers all around support.
Now Subaru is The Official Car of
The U.S. Professional Tennis Association.
By supporting the USPTA, Subaru
helps young fJJJf
13!
athletes train for international as well as
national level competitions.
So whether you're a driving tennis
player or a tennis player with drive,
Subaru would like to see you on the
courts.
SUBARU OF AMERICA, INC 1983 OFFICIAL CAR OF THE U.S. PROFESSIONAL TENNIS ASSOCIATION.
NIX SUBARU







"SOUTH CAROLINA SUBARU DEALERS"
CARDELL CARTER SUBARU

















1200 Broad Street Ext.
Sumter, SC
(803) 469-2515
1983 ACC Football Schedule
(Times Listed Are Local Times)
SEPT 3
Duke (§> Virginia (7 00 p.m.)
Western Carolina (§> Clemson (1:00 p.m.)
North Carolina @ South Carolina (7:00 p.m.)
Appalachian (at Wake Forest (7:00 p.m.)
SEPT. 10
Clemson @ Boston College (6:00 p m.)
Duke @ Indiana (2 30 p.m )
Georgia Tech @ Alabama (1:30 p.m.)
Maryland @ Vanderbilt (7 00 p.m.)
Memphis State @ North Carolina (1:00 p.m.)
East Carolina @ N. C. State (7 00 p.m )
Navy @ Virginia (7 00 p.m )
Wake Forest @ Virginia Tech (1:30 p.m.)
SEPT. 17
Georgia (a) Clemson (1.00 p.m.)
South Carolina (a) Duke (1 30 p.m.)
Furman (g) Georgia Tech (1:30 p.m.)
West Virginia @ Maryland (8:00 p.m.)
Miami (Onio) @ North Carolina (1 00 pm.)
The Citadel @ N C. State (7:00 p.m.)
James Madison @ Virginia (7:00 p.m.)
Western Carolina @ Wake Forest (7.00 p.m.)
SEPT. 24
Georgia Tech @ Clemson (1:00 p.m.)
Virginia @ N. C. State (7:00 p.m.)
Pittsburgh @ Maryland (130 p.m.)
William & Mary @ North Carolina (1:00 p.m )
Wake Forest @ Richmond (1:30 p.m.)
OCT. 1
North Carolina @ Georgia Tech (1:30 p.m.)
Virginia @ Maryland (1:30 p.m.)
N. C. State @ Wake Forest (100 p.m.)
Miami (Fla.) @ Duke (1:30 p.m.)
OCT. 8
Virginia @ Clemson (1:00 p.m.)
Georgia Tech @ N. C State (1:00 p.m.)
Wake Forest @ North Carolina (1.00 p m.)
Syracuse @ Maryland (1:30 p.m.)
Duke @ Virginia Tech (1:30 p.m.)
OCT. 15
Clemson @ Duke (1:30 p.m.)
Maryland @ Wake Forest (1:00 p.m.)
North Carolina @ N. C State (1:00 p.m.)
Auburn @ Georgia Tech (1:00 p.m.)
V.M.I. @ Virginia (7:00 p.m.)
OCT. 22
N. C. State @ Clemson (100 p.m.)
Duke @ Maryland (130 p.m.)
Virginia @ Wake Forest (1:00 p.m.)
Georgia Tech @ Tennessee (130 p.m.)
OCT. 29
Wake Forest @ Clemson (1.00 p.m.)
Georgia Tech @ Duke (1:30 p.m.)
North Carolina @ Maryland (1:30 p.m.)
N. C State @ South Carolina (1:30 p.m )
NOV. 3
Virginia @ Georgia Tech (8 00 p.m.)
NOV. 5
Clemson @ North Carolina (LOO p.m.)
Duke @ Wake Forest (LOO p.m.)
Appalachian @ N. C. State (L00 p.m.)
Maryland @ Auburn (1:30 p.m.)
NOV. 12
Maryland @ Clemson (LOO p.m.)
N C. State @ Duke (1:30 p m.)
Wake Forest @ Georgia Tech (L30 p.m.)
North Carolina @ Virginia (1:00 p.m.)
NOV. 19
Duke @ North Carolina (1:00 p. m.)
Maryland @ N. C. State (LOO p.m.)
Virginia Tech @ Virginia (1.00 p.m.)
Clemson @ South Carolina (1:30 p.m.)
NOV. 26
Georgia @ Georgia Tech (L30 p.m )
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STADIUM EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE
The Clemson University Athletic Department provides the
following for your safety and emergency medical needs:
1. Advanced cardiac life-support stations in four locations.
(North stands, Upper North deck. South stands, Up-
per South deck. ) These units are staffed with skill-care
nurses, physicians, cardiologists, internists, para-
medics, and EMTs.
2. Mobile units of EMTs and paramedics are strategically
located throughout the entire stadium.
3. Ambulances with life-support equipment are available
in North stand and South stand areas and have prear-
ranged routes for evacuation to local hospitals.
Learn to recognize these personnel and facilities.
Announcements will inform you of special hazards —
heat, bees, etc.
WHAT TO DO IF EMERGENCIES ARISE
Please step back and give the organized stadium EMS
personnel room to work. Well-intentioned attempts to
help by untrained persons interferes with the efficiency
of the EMS system. If you have basic or advanced
training in specific life-support methods, make your
qualifications known and offer your help. Untrained
personnel can be frequently more harmful than helpful.
MEDICAL ADVICE FOR FANS
If you have a pre-existing medical or health problem,
please check with your personal physician and obtain his
advice before attending games. Many emergencies occuring
at the stadium do so because of prior existing conditions. Use
common sense in dressing, eating, drinking and in physical
exertion. Be certain if you have any pre-existing medical
conditions that you have identification on you as to the
diagnosis and what medications you are currently taking.
Be aware of early warning signs of heart attacks: chest pain,
chest tightness, shortness of breath, sweating, palpitations,
fainting, nausea and vomiting.
Recognize that our most common serious medical problem
at football games are heart attacks and allergic reactions to
insect stings. Be aware that insect stings will continue to
always be very frequent at outdoor sporting events and should
always be treated with immediate ice until advice can be
obtained. If you have ever had a reaction to bee or other insect
sting, check with your personal physician as to whether you
should carry a kit.
SUBARU. OFFICIAL U. S. SPORTS CAR.
Subaru has been helping America
handle a lot of rough roads, including
the ones that lead to championships.
In 1976, as The Official Car of The
U.S. Ski Team, Subaru first supported this
team whose members have since won
World Cup titles in 1981, 1982 and 1983.
So whether you're headed downhill
or uphill, Subaru would like to help you
get there. And that's _ official.





The Clemson men's swimming team tied a
school record for wins in a season last year
(eight) and defeated N.C. State for the first
time ever. Coach Bob Boettner's team should
be even better this year because of added
depth and balance.
Scott Newkirk and Chip McElhatten will
be among the leaders as they will contribute
in the distance freestyle events. Newkirk rep-
resented the Virgin Islands in the Pan Ameri-
can games this past summer. The backstroke
events should also be a strong point as NCAA
qualifier Coy Cobb returns along with Jimmy
Robinson and Tim Hausmann.
There will be stiff competition in the indi-
vidual medleys this year and this might be the
deepest area of the team. The 200 IM will be
led by Boyd Wilson, Mike Labonge, Jay
Hebert and Dick Mercer, but they will be
pushed by freshmen Jeff LeBeau and Brad
Larimore, both of whom were national
qualifiers in high school.
The top member of the sprint events re-
turning from last year is Coy Cobb, but he
may not be used here if other returning swim-
mers can improve. Coy might be the best all-
around swimmer at Clemson and he could
help the team more by swimming a different
event. Jeff Stachelek, Tim Caples and Steve
Rogejs should compete for starting positions
in these events.
Men's Indoor Track
Men's indoor track will be a question mark
this winter for first-year coach Stan Narewski.
"We have a lot of new folks with a lot of
talent, but we won't know exactly how good
they will be until we start running. With the
Olympics next summer, some of our kids will
be shooting for a berth, and they may have to
direct their training toward the Games.
The Tigers will be led by distance runner
Wybo Lelieveld. A senior from Stompwijk,
Holland, Lelieveld finished fifth in the 1,000
meters at the NCAA Indoor Championships
and also had a fourth-place finish in the 1,500
meters outdoors last year.
The other area of strength for the Tigers
will be in the jumps, as sophomores Victor
Smalls and Shelton Boyer return in the high
jump, while junior Jeff Jones will return in the
long jump. Smalls came in second at the ACC
Championships with a vault of 7-1, while
Boyer, who also plays wide receiver for the
Tiger football team, won the TAC Junior
National meet in June and represented the
United States in a trianglar meet against Can-
ada and Italy. Boyer's personal best last season
was 7-4. Jones won the long jump at the con-
ference meet last spring with a leap of 24-9'/4,
and should have a very good winter season.
Women's Basketball
Number-two ranked Clemson career scorer
Mary Anne Cubelic has graduated, but Annie
Tribble's Lady Tiger basketball team does
return nine letter-winners from last season.
Peggy Caple is the most capable of the
returning letter-winners as she led the ACC in
rebounding with an 8.9 average and scored
12.7 points per game. The 6-4 center, tallest in
Clemson women's basketball history, did
have foul problems last year and when she
had those problems the Clemson team had
difficulties. Ten of Clemson's 17 losses last
year came in games in which Caple fouled
out.
Jacqui Jones started all but two games at
forward as a freshman and was the leading
rookie scorer in the ACC a year ago. The six-
footer (one of six six-footers on the Clemson
team) scored 12.1 points per game last year.
Janet Knight should be the other starting for-
ward. The ACC's leading freshman in field
goal and free throw percentage, Knight
scored 11.4 points a game last year.
Cynthia Austin, Denise Marshall and Me-
linda Hall should all see plenty of time in the
backcourt and all three will challenge for the
starting slots. Austin, who started 13 games a
year ago, averaged 6.9 points per game and
dealt out 90 assists. Hall led the team in assists
with 108 and led all ACC freshmen in the
category. Marshall is the only four-year senior
on the club and scored 5.1 points a game last
season. She is an outstanding defensive player
and led the team in steals per minute by far.
Wrestling
This year will mark a season of transition
for first-year coach Eddie Griffin and his
Tiger wrestling team. Griffin, who won three
NAIA championships in his four years at Cen-
tral State (OK) University, will welcome one
of the youngest squads in Clemson wrestling
history.
This year's top returnee could be soph-
omore Joey McKenna, who won the con-
ference championship last year in the 150-
pound division. Other Tigers to watch are
Kirk Hoffman (126), 18-10-1 last year, Larry
Vance (134), 21-9-1, Tom Carr (142), 24-8,
Chris Bojanovic (158), 20-9, and Greg Snyder
(167), 31-10. In addition, nine freshmen will
join the team, and as many as four could start
immediately.
To refer to the schedule as "challenging"
would be a gross understatement. Third-
ranked Iowa State, as well as Oregon State and
Wisconsin, who are both ranked among the
top 30 in preseason polls, venture into Clem-
son. The Tigers, meanwhile, must visit N.C.
State (ranked number -16) and North Caro-
lina (number -17). Tournaments will proba-
bly pit Clemson against several other national
powers.
The team may be young and the schedule is
certainly difficult, but Coach Griffin and his
squad are excited about the 1983-84 cam-
paign. This enthusiasm should boost Clemson
in its quest to build a perennial national
contender.
Women's Swimming
Led by NCAA qualifier Linda Rutter and
ACC finalist Sandy Pierson, the distance free-
style event should be stronger than ever for
the women's swimming team. Linda spent the
summer training in Colorado at the Olympic
Training Center. Both girls will be pushed by
freshman Molly Kueny. She was ranked 18th
in the world for the 1500 meter freestyle, and
trained this summer at the Olympic Training
Center.
Just like last year, the butterfly events will
be stronger than ever. Marian Wardlaw,
Robin Zubeck, Sue Ball, Terry Bond, Sharon
Scott and Sue Thiel are all returning and all of
them were ACC finalists. None of these ladies
will have a guaranteed spot as they face some
talented freshmen. Jodie Lawaetz was a
member of the Pan-American team last sum-
mer and a Virgin Island national record
holder.
With a year's experience under their belts,
Clemson is expecting a lot more from its
breaststrokers. NCAA qualifier Betsy Hell-
man and ACC finalist Janney Zonnevylle and
Judy Vanderhorst will return, and all three
have their goals set on the NCAA's. Walk-on












THE WHOPPER". DELICIOUS ALL WAYS
We start with sizzling hot flame-broiled beef.
We add fresh tomato, crispy lettuce, crunchy BURGER
onion-and other tasty fixin's. And then A^llkl
we serve it just the way you want it. 0Vli^\^
Burger King/Whopper-Reg U S Pal & TM Oft © 1982 Burger King Corporation
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Roy Brown
For Senior defensive end Roy Brown play-
ing football is just like working for the na-
tional car rental company, Avis, "when you're
#2 you have to try harder." Throughout his
career Brown has been hampered by injuries
that have limited his playing time, but even
so, Brown has been well enough to make a
solid contribution to the Clemson football
program.
"When I first came to Clemson I started out
as a fullback, but the coaches quickly con-
vinced me that I could be of more help at
another position," offered Brown. "It didn't
take much to make me change because I felt
being on offense was too machine-like for me.
Everything has to be done a certain way at a
certain time, and I was not comfortable with
that style. I like defense much better because
it allows me more freedom. Don't get me
wrong, I still have to play the basic technique,
but its not one set thing," said Brown.
Brown's current position, bandit, a concept
brought to Clemson by assistant coach Tom
Harper, certainly provides the freedom that
Brown desires. Strong safety and bandit coach
Rick Whitt conveyed the concept of this posi-
tion. "A bandit is a defensive end who will
sometimes play a defensive back, therefore
he's got to be a good athlete. The bandit must
possess size and speed so that he can drop back
and control the tight ends. In other words the
'bandit' is a jack of all trades, and a master of
none," explained Whitt.
The position fits someone who has had to
adjust to turning points. The bandit's assign-
ments change constantly and only a patient
person could be successful in the position.
Brown has shown his patience on the field and
off. Only a patient person could put up with
Brown's injury setbacks.
Both Brown and Whitt agree that his inju-
ries and the fact that he hasn't been able to
work out in the weight room with any consis-
tency have held Brown back. Whitt stated,
"Roy worked hard last year and played on the
second-team behind Andy Headen. (Pres-
ently Headen is with the New York Giants of
By Jill Mixon
the NFL). At the end of last year Roy was our
'bandit' of the future, if he had kept improv-
ing."
During January of 1983, Brown tem-
porarily stopped moving up the ladder when
he fell victim to a case of appendicitis and had
to have his appendix removed. "It was a big
let down to me after working hard last year. I
still worked out during the spring, but, I got
behind when I wasn't able to go through the
winter workouts," said Brown.
After spring practice was completed in
April a decision was made to operate on
Brown's shoulder to repair torn tissues. "Re-
covering from that shoulder operation is what
really set me back more than anything," said
Brown. "I wasn't able to get into the weight
room and work over the summer. If I had
been able to do that, I feel I would be stronger
now and a better player. I still don't have the
full range of motion in my shoulder today."
Even though Brown has encountered all of
these injury problems he has been able to
contribute to Clemson 's recent successes. In
1982, he saw action in every contest and had a
season high four tackles against the Georgia
Bulldogs. In addition. Brown has been a solid
member of the punting team for three years.
Two weeks ago against Virginia Brown re-
ceived his first starting nod at the bandit slot.
It was a significant step in Brown's career, one
that must have brought a smile to the face of
his brother, former Clemson star Lester
Brown.
Roy's guiding force in coming to Clemson
was his older brother Lester, who ranks fifth
on the Tigers all-time career rushing list. He is
currently with the Montreal Concorde of the
CFL. "He didn't say anything about getting
me to come to Clemson, but I always felt he
wanted me to come here," said Brown. "I
wish I could have played football with him.
He's a great runner, and I'm still hoping we
could be teammates someday."
French lessons anyone!
Tigers in the NFL
Landing a spot on a pro football team is
every young man's dream. Recently many
former Clemson Tigers have realized child-
hood dreams by using a football career in
Tigertown as a springboard to the NFL. From
Dallas to New York, and San Francisco to
Atlanta, the Tigers have representatives on 16
of the 28 NFL teams. Here is a synopsis of
where they are and how they are doing. All
information is through games of October 10.
Cliff Austin had an injury plagued start to
his Clemson career when he had a knee injury
that forced him to miss the 1979 season. His
pro career has gotten off to the same start as he
sprained an ankle in the preseason and missed
the first five games of this season. On October
9 he was activated and played against the
Atlanta Falcons on the special teams. He
By Sam Blackman
should see action in the backfield in the com-
ing weeks, but has not yet carried the ball. He
had over a four-yard average in preseason
games.
Dan Benish was the only free agent of the
class of 82 to stick with a pro team. Benish is a
reserve defensive tackle with the Atlanta
Falcons and has three tackles so far this sea-
son, one solo, one assist and one quarterback
sack. He is currently listed as a backup to
three different positions, an example of his
all-around abilities.
Clemson has one of the few brother com-
binations in the NFL as Jeff and Joe Bostic,
star linemen with Clemson in the mid-seven-
ties, have stuck with NFL teams. Joe Bostic is
the elder statesman of the family as he is in his
fifth season with the St. Louis Cardinals, his
fourth as a starting tackle. He was named the
team's top offensive lineman last year.
Jeff Bostic is another of the free agent
success stories who learned the trade at Clem-
son. After a season on the bench with Wash-
ington's Redskins, Jeff has now established
himself as one of the top centers in the NFL.
He has been a starter the last three seasons and
has never had a bad snap on a punt or field
goal attempt in the last four years. Pro observ-
ers say he is one of the best snappers in the
game. He became the eighth Clemson player
to earn a Super Bowl championship ring last
January.
Jerry Butler is another of the graduates off
the 1978 Gator Bowl team who has made it in
the NFL. He is having another great year in
1983 with 28 receptions for 300 yards and two
touchdowns. He had nine catches at Miami a
couple of weeks ago. Butler has also estab-
lished himself in the community with the
Buffalo Bills as he has been named the team's
Man-of-the-Year the last two seasons for his
public service, and is involved in the United
Way Campaign.
Jeff Bryant has started every game for the
Seattle Seahawks since he was a first-round
draft choice two years ago. Bryant currently
has 26 tackles, including three sacks, as he
leads the team's defensive linemen in both
categories. In 1982 he started all nine games,
had 36 tackles and three quarterback sacks.
The native of Atlanta, GA was the sixth player
taken in the 1982 draft, the second highest
draft choice ever for a Clemson player.
Dwight Clark is one of the most surprising
NFL stories ever, Clemson grad or not. In his
entire Clemson career Clark caught only 33
passes. Already in 1983 (through six games)
the native of Charlotte, NC had caught that
total for 330 yards. He also had four touch-
down passes this season to lead the 49ers. In
1982, despite playing only nine games be-
cause of the strike shortened season, he caught
60 passes for over 900 yards. Of course, Clark
was the leading receiver in the NFL in 1981
when he and Joe Montana led the 49ers to the
Super Bowl Championship. Clark has been a
starter since the 1980 season.
Bennie Cunningham is the dean of the
Clemson players in the pros since Charley
Waters' retirement last year. Cunningham is
now in his eighth season in the NFL, his
seventh as the starting tight end for the Pitts-
burgh Steelers. So far this year he has 12
receptions for 159 yards, a 13.3-yard average.
He had his finest year last season when he
caught over 40 passes.
Jeff Davis, the Judge for the defense of
Clemson's 1981 National Championship
team, was a fifth-round pick of the Tampa
Bay Bucs in 1982 and many did not expect
him to make it in the NFL because of his lack
of height. But, he is a starting linebacker forBennie Cunningham is the dean of Clemson players in the NFL.
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John McKay's team and has 22 tackles so far
this season. He also has 10 tackles on kickoff
returns to lead the team. In the preseason he
had 35 tackles to lead the entire team.
Steve Fuller, who ran for 22 touchdowns
and passed for the same total in his Clemson
career, threw for exactly 22 touchdowns in his
career with the Kansas City Chiefs. In his four
seasons in K. C. Fuller played 52 games, had
817 attempts, 465 completions (.569 percent-
age), and threw for 5,333 yards. This fall he
was traded to the Los Angeles Rams, where he
serves as a backup quarterback this season. He
has not yet appeared in a game with the Rams
and played in just one preseason game.
Andy Headen is one of the young active
outside linebackers on the New Yorks Giants
fine defense. He brought attention to his abil-
ity in a preaseason game against the New
York Jets when he had three quarterback
sacks. In the regular season he has two quar-
terback sacks and 1 1 tackles so far as a reserve
behind Lawrence Taylor, regarded as the
finest linebacker in the NFL.
Steve Kenney signed as a free agent with
the Philadelphia Eagles in 1979 and a year
later he was playing in the Super Bowl. He
saw action in that game and became a starter
in 1981. He also was the first stringer at left
guard last year and has been the starter this
year, so his streak for consecutive starts is over
25 now.
Terry Kinard and Frank Magwood are
both with the New York Giants. Kinard, the
first-round pick, has appeared in every game
as a reserve defensive back, but has not gained
a starting position yet. He has eight tackles to
his credit so far. He impressed many with
three interceptions in preseason games. Mag-
wood, a starting receiver for Clemson in 1982,
was on injured reserve as the season began and
was still in the capacity last week. He sepa-
rated a shoulder in the preseason and is proba-
bly out for the season because of the injury.
Al Latimer is the prodigal son among the
Clemson players in the pros. Latimer was a
member of the special teams for the Phila-
delphia Eagles in 1979, but was let go after the
season. He sat out the 1980 and 1981 seasons
and then made the Detroit Lions as a free
agent prior to the 1982 season. He was on
injured reserve the first half of 1982, but
became a starter after the strike. Latimer,
who did not even start that often at Clemson
as a defensive back, has started every game
for the Lions this season. He has 15 tackles so
far and one interception.
Chuck McSwain, Clemson s number-three
ranked rusher of all-time, is also out for the
season. The Dallas Cowboys' running back
had surgery on a torn tendon in a finger and
has a huge cast on his left arm. He got into
only one game before the injury and did not
carry the ball. In the preseason, however, he
won the Miami game with two touchdowns in
the final two minutes, one on an 80-yard pass.
CLEMSON PLAYERS IN NFL (As of October 10)
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Rookie Current
Name Pos Year Status Team
Cliff Austin RB 1983 Reserve New Orleans Saints
Dan Benish DT 1983 Reserve Atlanta Falcons
Jeff Bostic C 1980 Starter Washington Redskins
Joe Bostic OG 1979 Starter St. Louis Cardinals
Jeff Bryant DT 1982 Starter Seattle Seahawks
Jerry Butler WR 1979 Starter Buffalo Bills
Dwight Clark WR 1979 Starter San Francisco 49ers
Bennie Cunningham TE 1976 Starter Pittsburgh Steelers
Jeff Davis LB 1982 Starter Tampa Bay Bucs
Steve Fuller QB 1979 Reserve Los Angeles Rams
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Steve Kenney OT 1979 Starter Philadelphia Eagles
Terry Kinard FS 1983 Reserve New York Giants
Al Latimer DB 1979 Starter Detroit Lions
Frank Magwood WR 1983 Injured Reserve New York Giants
Jeff McCall FB 1983 Injured Reserve Los Angeles Raiders
Chuck McSwain TB 1983 Injured Reserve Dallas Cowboys
Archie Reese DT 1978 Reserve Los Angeles Raiders
Johnny Rembert LB 1983 Starter New England Patriots
Jim Stuckey DT 1980 Reserve San Franciso 49ers
Perry Tuttle WR 1982 Reserve Buffalo Bills
Jeff McCall is still on the injured reserve
roster of the Los Angeles Raiders. McCall
suffered a broken ankle in preseason workouts
and still has not returned to practice. Of
course, the native of Fayetteville, NC was one
of Clemson's finest fullbacks ever from an all-
around standpoint. His blocking ability im-
pressed the Raiders and most expect that he
will be retained on the roster when he is well
enough to play.
Archie Reese is in his sixth season of pro
football, his second with the Los Angeles
Raiders. He is a reserve defensive tackle for
the first-place Raiders at the moment and has
seven tackles this season, including two quar-
terback sacks. The native of Sumter, SC was a
reserve much of last year, but his season was
highlighted by an 80-yard fumble return for a
touchdown in his very first game with the
Raiders. Reese was a starting defensive tackle
for the 1981 Super Bowl Champion San Fran-
cisco 49ers.
Johnny Rembert, who only played two
seasons at Clemson and only one as a starter, is
now starting at linebacker for the New En-
gland Patriots. He is fifth on the team in
tackles with 38 (16 solo and 22 assists) and has
one quarterback sack for 11 yards. In a recent
game against the Baltimore Colts he had 12
stops. He was the leading tackier on the team
through the first three preseason games.
Jim Stuckey is in his fourth season with the
San Francisco 49ers after starting for the Ti-
gers between 1976 and 1979. The native of
Cayce, SC has been an off and on starter for
the 49ers throughout his career, including the
1981 season when he was a member of the
Super Bowl Champions. This season Stuckey
has played in every game, but is a reserve as
he has picked up only nine tackles for the
season.
Perry Tuttle is just getting over the injury
bug with the Buffalo Bills. He had two recep-
tions for 22 yards as a reserve against Miami
earlier this month and will be counted on later
this season to return to his old self. He suffered
a shoulder injury in the preseason that forced
him to miss the first five games of 1983.
So, today when you are watching the Ti-
gers, follow their progress closely. You may be




Hamilton drafting tables, files and drafting chairs.
Together they bring about Hamilton Drafting
Systems - a concept that can increase your
drafting productivity and make your drafting
rooms as beautiful as they are functional.
Step into the world of Hamilton Drafting Systems
at Piedmont Printmakers - your full service
drafting and engineering supply company.
Piedmont Printmakers & Supply Corporation
1815 Gervais St., Columbia, S C. 29202
803-254-6295/1-800-922-5522
Piedmont Printmakers & Supply Co., Inc.




657 N. Church St., Spartanburg, S C. 29303
803-585-8388
Arco Blueprinters, Inc.





Today celebrates the Third Annual Textile
Bowl as Clemson and N. C. State clash on the
gridiron. The Textile Bowl, established in
1981, was designed to honor the textile indus-
tries in North and South Carolina. Clemson
and N. C. State are nationally recognized for
outstanding curricula in textiles. And, both
schools are beneficiaries of grants made to
higher education by the textile industry in the
two Carolinas.
The Tiger Band will enter Frank Howard
Field today to "Sock It To Em," and "Tiger
Rag" as it prepares to kick off another excit-
ing day of Tiger football in Death Valley. The
pregame festivities include the presentation
of the colors by the Air Force ROTC. As an
added treat the N. C. State Chorus under the
direction of Milton Bliss, will join the Clemson
University Chorus for "America the Beauti-
ful," and "The Star-Spangled Banner". The
N. C. State Chorus gave a concert last evening
in the Tillman Hall Auditorium.
Tiger Band would like to salute Rex Cottle,
Alumni Master Teacher for 1983, as he dots
the "i" in today's ceremonies. The Teacher-
of-the-Year Award was bestowed upon him
during commencement exercises on May 13,
1983. Presently, Cottle is the department
head of economics in the College of Com-
merce and Industry. He received his under-
graduate degree from Weber State in 1970 in
mathematics, and his Ph.D. in economics
from Texas A&M. Dr. Cottle and his wife
Carol have two sons, Rex, Jr. and Kyle.
The band will conclude its pregame ac-
tivities to a reprise of "Tiger Rag" as the team
makes its traditional run down the hill to
signify the start of another football game,
Tiger style.
The halftime show will open with the N. C.
State Marching Band under the direction of
Frank Hammond. The N. C. State band will
commence the halftime show with "Free,"
arranged by Robert Lamm and popularized
by the group, Chicago. They will then turn
toward the big band sound of Bennie Good-
man as they present, "Sing Sing Sing". Field
conductor, Richard Earnhardt, will lead the
Wolfpack band in their final number, "Take
The A Train," arranged by Duke Ellington.
Tiger Band will then take over the spotlight
as they enter to "Topaz" an orginal composi-
tion by Jay Bocook. The percussion section is
featured in Tiger Band s rendition of "Festive
Dance". Then Tiger drum majors Kathy An-
derson and Trace Ussery lead Tiger Band in
their feature presentation, "Caravan" which
is arranged by leaders of the big band sound
era, Irvin Mills, Duke Ellington and Juan
Tizol. The tempo slows down for Tiger Band's
ballard presentation "We've Got Tonight,"
popularized by Sheena Easton and Kenny
Rogers.
Highlighted today is the percussion section
of Tiger Band. Members of this group play-
instruments ranging from the cymbals to the
bass drum to the xylophone. The 1983 mem-
bers are as follows: Walter Betsill, bass drum;
Mark Biering, bass drum; Tom Boling, mar-
imba; Tim Boulden, snare drum; Chad Bren-
dle, snare drum; Barbara Byelick, cymbals;
Edith Cundy, cymbals; Barney Derrick,
quads; David Franklin, snare drum; Frances
Culdner, bass drum; Marty Hook, cymbals;
Amy Lee, cymbals; Scott Martin, snare drum;
Marshall McCrary, xylophone; Susan McKen-
zie, bells; Christie Moody, cymbals; Bob Mor-
ris, quads; Allen Nauvight, bass drum;
Michael Pry, snare drum; Suzanne Rouse,
bells; Robb Schikner, bass drum; Rick Sch-
wavz, snare drum; Rynn Sharpe, cymbals;
Andy Steele, quads; Rob Taylor, snare drum;
Gary Vanover, snare drum; Ernest Wheeler,
vibraphone.
The Tiger Band will exit the field to a
reprise of the song that shakes the Southland
— "Tiger Rag" and prepares for another half
of action against the Wolfpack.
Clemson 's Percussion Section
Tiger Football Quiz
1. He rushed for 129 yards and 1 TD and
was named the ESPN Player-of-the-






2. He made 18 tackles and was named Na-
tional Defensive Player-of-the-Week by
Sports Illustrated in leading the Tigers to





3. He ran for 117 yards and 2 TD s and out-






4. His 76-yard fourth quarter punt return
set up Clemson's TD as the Tigers came






5. Clemson s winning TD in the 1977 vic-







6. His TD just before the first half ended
put Clemson ahead for good as the Tigers





7. He rushed for 103 yards and passed for
181 yards to lead the Tigers to a 27-0 win






8. His 36 rushing attempts against NC State






9. Clemson and NC State first played foot-





10. He was the last offensive lineman to be













12. This former Tiger Freshman coach and





13. All but one of the following played in the





14. He is the only one of Clemson's top 25
career receiving leaders to average more





15. He holds the Clemson record for the
most yards rushing by a quarterback in a
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Homer Jordan and Jeff McCall
would like
tosalutesome
We'd like to solute the entire
sports program of Clemson.
And all the athletes and coaches
who are part of it.
We're proud to be Tiger support-
ers, and proud to be part of the
Clemson community.
Visit Wendy's in Clemson on U.S.
1 23 West, and other Wendy's res-
taurants in these cities:
Anderson Hendersonville, N.C.












When you're under pressure to get a job
done fast, you can count on Yeargin ... a
FULL SERVICE general contractor with





12 million tons/year coal
handling facility
300,000 cyds. of earth moving
12,000 cyds. of concrete
700 tons of structural steel
7,400 lineal feet of 84 and 72
inch conveyors
erection of two 6,200 ton/hour
stacker-reclaimers
installation of 5,200 ton/hour
tandem rotary railcar dumper
Yeargin
Yeargin Construction Company, Inc.
The P-R-l-D-E Builder
Greenville, South Carolina • Houston, Texas
Above: 72 inch Conveyor





team, the project is
two months ahead of
schedule and under
budget.
"
Frank J. Mancuso
Project Director
Dominion Terminal
Associates
